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CHAPTER I
ABOUT THE COMMISSION

Introduction :
The Maharashtra State Commission for Protection of Child Rights has been set up in July, 2007 as a
statutory body under Commission for Protection of Child Rights Act 2005 (4 of 2006) to protect, promote and
defend child rights in the state. In the act, a child has been defined as a human being below the age of eighteen
years. Child Rights as per Section 2 (b) of the Act, includes the rights provided under the CRC. The major
standards for children prescribed in the CRC are as follows :---(a)

The child is protected against all forms of discrimination, based upon race, colour, sex, language,
religion, political or other opinion, national ethnic or social origin, property, disability, birth or
other status.

(b)

In all actions concerning children, the best interests of the child shall be a primary consideration.

(c)

The child shall have the right to identity, name & nationality.

(d)

Every child has the inherent right to life, survival and development, including the right to the
highest attainable standard of health to facilities for the treatment of illness, the right to
education, which shall be directed to the development of the child’s personality, talent and mental
and physical abilities to their fullest potential; and the right to benefit from social security.

(e)

A child has right to rest & leisure, & to engage in play and recreational activities.

(f)

Every child has right to a standard of living adequate for the child’s physical, mental, spiritual,
moral and social development.

(g)

No child shall be subjected to illicit transfer, abduction, sale or traffic for any purpose or in any
form.

(h)

Views of the child are to be given due weightage.

(i)

A child shall not be separated from parents against their will, except when such separation is
necessary for the best interest of the child.

(j)

A child deprived of family environment, shall be entitled to special protection and assistance
provided by the State.

(k)

Institutions, services and facilities responsible for the care or protection of children shall conform
to the standards established.
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(l)

A mentally or physically disabled child should enjoy a full & decent life, in conditions which ensure
dignity, promote self-reliance & facilitate active participation in the community.

(m) Children are protected from economic exploitation.
(n)

Children are not subjected to illicit use of narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances.

(o) Children are protected from all forms of physical or mental violence, injury or abuse, neglect or
negligent treatment, maltreatment or exploitation, including sexual abuse.
(p) Every child is protected from all forms of sexual exploitation and sexual abuse.
(q) No child is subjected to torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment or
be deprived of his liberty unlawfully or arbitrarily.
(r)

All appropriate measures shall be taken to promote physical and psychological recovery and social
re-integration of a child victim of any form of neglect, exploitation or abuse, torture.

(s)

The rules of international humanitarial law applicable to children in armed conflicts are respected

(t)

Every child alleged as, accused of, or recognized as having infringed the penal law has right to be
treated in a manner consistent with the promotion of the child’s sense of dignity and worth.

(u) No child is subjected to arbitrary or unlawful interference with his/her privacy, home or to unlawful
attacks on his/her honour and reputation.

Mandate :
The functions of the Commission as laid out in the Act are as follows:
1. The Commission shall perform all or any of the following functions, namely;
a. examine and review the safeguards provided by or under any law for the time being in
force for the protection of child rights and recommend measures for their effective
implementation;
b. present to the State Government, annually and at such other intervals, as the Commission
may deem fit, Reports upon the working of those safeguards;
c. inquire into violation of child rights and recommend initiation of proceedings in such
cases;
d. examine all factors that inhibit the enjoyment of rights of children affected by terrorism,
communal violence, riots, natural disasters, domestic violence, HIV/ AIDS, trafficking,
maltreatment, torture and exploitation, pornography, and prostitution and recommend
appropriate remedial measures;
e. look into matters relating to children in need of special care and protection, including
children in distress, marginalised and disadvantaged children, children in conflict with
law, juveniles, children without family and children of prisoners and recommend
appropriate remedial measures;
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f. study treaties and other international instruments and undertake periodical review of
existing policies, programmes, and other activities on child rights and make
recommendations for their effective implementation in the best interest of children;
g. undertake and promote research in the field of child rights;
h. spread child rights literacy among various sections of society and promote awareness of
the safeguards available for protection of these rights through publications, media,
seminars and other available means;
i. inspect or cause to be inspected any juvenile custodial home or any other place of
residence or institution meant for children, under the control of State Government or any
other authority including any institution run by a social organization, where children are
detained or lodged for the purpose of treatment, reformation or protection and take up
with these authorities for remedial action, if found necessary
j. inquire into complaints and take suo moto notice of matters related to:
(i) deprivation and violation of child rights
(ii) non implementation of laws providing for protection and development of children
(iii)non compliance of policy decisions, guidelines or instructions aimed at mitigating
hardships to and ensuring welfare of the children and to provide relief to such
children or take up the issues arising out of such matters with appropriate
authorities
k. such other functions as it may consider necessary for the promotion of child rights and
any other matter incidental to the above functions
2.

The Commission shall not inquire into any matter which is pending before a Central

Commission or any other Commission duly constituted under any law for the time being in force.
In addition, the Commission is to perform the following functions also:
(a) Analyses existing law, policy and practice to assess compliance with Convention on
the Rights of the Child, undertake inquiries and produce reports on any aspect of
policy or practice affecting children and comment on proposed new legislations from
a child rights perspective
(b) Present to the State Government annually and at such other intervals as the
Commission may deem fit, reports upon the workings of these safeguards;
(c) Undertake formal investigations where concern has been expressed either by children
themselves or by concerned persons on their behalf;
(d) Ensure that the work of the Commission is directly informed by the view of children
in order to reflect their priorities and perspectives;
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(e) Promote, respect and serious consideration of the views of children in its work and in
that of all Govt. Departments and Organizations dealing with child;
(f) Produce and disseminate information about child rights;
(g) Compile and analyse data on children;
(h) Promote the incorporation of child rights into the school curriculum, teachers training
and training of personnel dealing with children.
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CHAPTER II
Project & Plan prepared by the Commission and financial support received under
The Sarva Shikshan Abhiyan and Government
(1) A project proposal for Rs.55,90,000/- has been submitted by the commission
to the Director ,Maharashtra Prathmik Shiksha Parishad to carry on various activities as
mentioned under provision Right to Education Act,2009 for year 2012-13. The project
proposal for Rs. 55,89,000/- has been sanction .
(2) Annual Work Plan for year 2012-2013 with respect to State Commission for
Protection of Child Rights.
1.

To organise state level conference in the month of July on “Child Rights and slum” at
Dharavi, Mumbai.

2.

To organise an International seminar in the month of October on “child right and
education”.

3.

To organise National Child Fair at Mumbai in the month of November during time of
child week.

4.

To organise, at least one child fair on various issues with respect to child rights at least
in one district in each division of state.

5.

To organise awareness programmes through street plays at least in one Taluka places in
each district of state.

6.

To create awareness programmes through hoardings at every districts and Taluka
places, in the office of collectors, office of Chief Executive Officers, Tahsil offices,
offices of district women and child development w.r.t. various issues related to child
rights and remedies under the acts.

7.

To develop concept of “child friendly city” atleast in one district in each division as a
pilot project.

8.

To organise training programmes for various stake holders, at each division at least
once in a year.

9.

To publish quarterly magazine in Marathi and English named “Bal Vichar”

10. To pursue with state government, to establish special child courts in each districts.
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11. To organise research activities on various child related issues, with respect to the child
affected due to civil unrest, project and residing in slum, with concept of lab to land
programme.
12. To prepare information directory with regard to “child organizations”, working in the
state and outside states.
13. To start child counseling centers at District places.
14. To organise awareness programmes, to change mind set up with regard to food habits,
to control malnutrition, in each division.
15. To start concept of informal schooling in the light of Nayi Talim for child belonging to
migratory labourer.
16. To organise public hearings at various issues related with child rights at every month.
17. To organise survey programme in school regarding drop outs percentage.
18. To organize survey regarding quality of education and implementation of provision of
Right to Education Act, 2009, in the state.
19. To achieve goal of ‘sarva shiksha abiyan’ to organize programs on ‘nayi talim’ atleast
in one district in each division.
20. Conducting regular hearing related with complaint and appellate matters under section
13(1) and 14(1) of Child Right Protection Act and section 31 and 32 of Right to
Education Act at Mumbai (Principal bench) Nagpur and Aurangabad benches and to
pursue matter if required under section 15(II) and (III) of child Right Protection Act.
21. To prepare training modules on subject “child right protection”.
22. To organize publicity programme by using audio/visual system such as Radio,
Doordarshan, leaflets etc.
23. To prepare annual reports of the commission for year 2008-09, 2009-10, 2010-11,
2011-12.
24. To start child help line in the office of Commission.
To strengthen office of commission in term of infrastructure development.

Financial Support from the Government of Maharashtra (Year 2012-13)
Salary –
43.83 Lacs
Non Salary –
14.68 Lacs

CHAPTER IV
Hearing under R.T.E. Act As appellate authority2012-13
Sr.
No.
1
1

2

Name of case

Brief history

2
The violation of right
of the children for not
providing facilities of
education in their
mother
language
(Gujarati)

Status

3
4
This matter came before Commission by
Matter is under process
the Government on 26/3/2012 for
appropriate action, on the application
submitted by the Palak Shikshak
Shikshan Sangathana, Bhiwandi (Herein
after called P.T.R.S.). The commission took
cognizance on the matter, under section 14
of Child Right Protection Act and Section
31 & 32 of Right to Free and Compulsory
Education Act. Commission issued notices
to the concern parties i.e. office bearer of the
trust / society which conduct schools, officer
of education department, complainant etc.
On the direction of Commission one i.e.
Chandrika Paresh Thakker on behalf of
P.T.R.S. have filed affirmed complaint
under the rule of procedure laid down by
the commission.
Under R.T.E. Act
Mr. Shaikh Karim Aziz, has approached Matter is under process
2009 for not getting the Commission , alleging that Principal,
admission in Cardinal Cardinal Gracias High School is conducting
school
interview of children ranging group age of
3 to 6 years. Total 17 children have been
denied the admission in the school, even
though the lawful charges of admission and
fees was agreed to be paid but demand of
donation in the form of black money and
bribe was not paid to the concerned
authorities of school, therefore the
admission denied. Children in age group of
3 to 6 years have fundamental right of
education but they have been denied
admission due to the greediness of school
authorities. It is mentioned in complaint
that parents of children who are denied
admission have informed about the incident
to the Senior Inspector of Police, Kherwadi
Police Station, Bandra. Complainant had
submitted complaint through Advocate Mr.
Pandey. Mr. Shaikh Karim Aziz filed
another complaint against school after
filling affidavit and same allegation have
been alleged with respect to the children
upto age 6 to 14 years who are in lower and
upper primary. In said complaint name of
twenty children have been added and
content of both the complaints are similar.
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Sr.
No.
1
3

Name of case

Brief history

Status

2
3
4
By Shailesh Humane Not filling vacancies under 25% quato in Matter is under process
Under R.T.E. Act.
reservation category

4

Against
the
New For increasing in Capitation Fee, donation Matter is under process
English school Bandra being taken for admission, as a result,
under R.T.E.
admission process becoming torturous for
the weaker & minority sections

5

Respondents school is By Shahin Parvin Khan
harashing the children education society
violating R.T.E. Act

6

Complaint
against This matter came before the Commission by
Jamnabai Narsi school way of filing an application from the
by Shiv Shetty
applicant on 18th July, 2012, against
Jamnabai Narsee School. The complainant
states that, the Complainant’s son Shiv
Shetty who is in the II Std, Div G has been
denied permission to attend his class on 11th
July, 2012 and was detained in the
Principal’s office till the Complainant could
reach the School and coerced Complainant
to take him away. The complainants were
informed by the Principal Mrs. Sudeshna
Chatterjee that no further attempt should be
made by Complainant to send the child
again to school as he was restricted to enter
school through the letters issued by the
school on 6th and 10th July, 2012. The
complainant has further stated that they had
complied with all the requirements as per
the school stated in terms of periodic
assessment and subsequent therapy needed
for Shiv’s development. The Complainant
has requested the Commission to issue
instructions to the School authority to
readmit his child. On the basis of the
complaint the Commission took the
cognizance and issued notices to the
concerned school through its Principal and
the State Education Department having its
office at Jawahar Bhavan, Marine Lines and
directed them to appear before the
Commission on 16th August, 2012.
Against New Era Complaint by Sardar Dhana Navsare
school
by
Sardar against New Era schoo l
Navsare
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8

against Darvha Case has been disposed of
with direction to file appeal.

Order have been passed

The matter has been
disposed off with direction
to file appeal instead of
making complaint.
Against Sau Sushilabai Complaint by Balasaheb kisan Bhakre To file appeal before the
Shankararav
Kale against Sushilabai Shankararav Kale commission
Madhyamik Vidhyalya Madhyamik Vidhyalya
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Sr.
No.
1
9

10

11

12

Name of case

Brief history

2

3
Complaint
against Kum. Prachi Bafana
was beaten and
Sent Teressa Convent punishment at school place.
high
school
Santaqcruz by Bharat
M. Bafana
By P.T.A. member of This matter came before the Commission by
Rasbihari International an organisation called Rasbihari School
School Nasik
Palak Sansthan (Herein after called as Palak
Sansthan),
alleging
that
Rasbihari
International School has asked the parents
(more than fifty) to collect school leaving
certificates of their wards and in case of
thirteen students, school leaving certificates
have already been issued; for want of
depositing excess fees as hiked by the
school arbitrarily. Thus more than seventy
students have been going to be deprived
from education.
Appeal
under For not getting admission under 25% quota
Maharashtra Right of under the reservation category
children to free and
compulosory
education
Violation of RTE Act By SYSCOM against Jnana Prabhodini
by Jnana Prabhodini prashala Sadashiv peth Pune for taking
prashala Sadashiv peth entrance exam for admission in 5th std
Pune
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Status
4
Matter is under process

Matter is under process

Matter is under process

Matter is under process
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CHAPTER V
Public Hearing / Training / monitoring / organised by the Maharashtra State
Commission for protection of Child Rights

Public Hearing /Training Programme
(1) Place and date- Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar Hall at Sydenham College Mumbai dt.
9/4/2012
Subject- Skill and personality development of children (below 18 years of age) to
achieve the goal of self-reliance and self sufficiency by doing ‘Shramdan’ Self services in
context to Child Right
Participants - General Public, N.G.Os, Government Officers, Teachers, Students, etc.
Outcome of public hearing –
On the basis of public hearing following issues have been emerged.
(i) For the personality development of child self service and shramdan is needed as
per aptitude of the child. Self service and shramdan if made as subjects then
same would not go against the right of child. For protection of childhood and
personality development of child if syllabus of school is drafted in such a way
to include learning by shramdan and self service then childhood may be
protected.
(ii) This may be applied for all educational institutions either funded by
Government or not funded by the Government.
(iii) Education by using handicraft and by way of skill development cannot be
treated as child abuse if associated with personality development of the child.
(2) Place and date- Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar Hall at Sydnyam College Mumbai
dt. 10/4/2012
Subject-Child begging in urban area
Participants - General Public, N.G.Os, Government Officer, Teachers, Students, etc.
Outcome of public hearing - On the basis of public hearing following issues emerged.
(a) Implement the provision of Child begging prohibition Act, effectively.
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(b) To create awareness among public not to give the donation to the child beggars
/ family of beggars at places such as church, Dargah, Temple etc. The said
donation may be given to concerned institutions with condition to spend
money received through donation on rehabilitation of child and his/her family.
This responsibility should be assigned to temple, church etc. The appropriate
Act should be framed in this regard.
(c) Mohalla committees should be constitutes consisting with officers of police,
child welfare, public and to assign the work on Mohalla committee to create
awareness among local public about the laws made for prohibition of child
begging.
(d) To identify the begging zone.
(e) To appoint child friendly officer in each and every police station and to provide
training to them.
(f) The family and child of the begging community should be provided resources
for their livelihood after rescuing the child and afterwards provide employment.
Family should be provided house, health, education facilities.
(g) To establish shelter home for child beggar and their families.
(h) To constitute task force rescuing the child beggar. Task force should consist
with the officers from departments of police, labour, women and child and child
welfare committee.
(i) Those children whose community are labelled as beggars, should be provided
facility of residencial schools.
(j) To conduct manual Survey for counting the no. of homeless children.
(k) To control the child begging by way of taking help from institutions such as
Dargah , Masjid during time of Eid and Ramzan whereas children belong from
other part of country used to come for begging.
(l) To sensitise police officers and for this provide training to them.
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(3) Place and date- Maharashtra State Commission for Protection of Child Rights
Office Dt.31/5/2012
Subject- Trafficking (child)
Participants- Public, N.G.Os, Government Officers, Teachers, Students, etc
Outcome of public hearing - On the basis of public hearing following issues have been
emerged.
(1) On Railway stations, bus stations and Airports, registration should be made
compulsorily for every person who used to come in Mumbai, if having children with
them.
(2) To record detail information during time of registration regarding child (girls &
boys) accompanying with them.
(3) On basis of information giving during time of registration, same may be
confirmed from the respective places after contacting in the respective authorities such
as District Collector, Superintendent of Police, Child Welfare Committee, N.G.O. etc and
to maintain track records.
(4) To prepare database on basis of information received.
(5) To prepare database on basis of collected information pertaining to people
coming in Mumbai and stay at hotels, restaurant, pub etc on monthly basis.
(6) To prepare updated information.
(7) Conducting survey and preparing database regarding family members of
children residing at platform under the flyover, street, park etc.
(8) To organise short and medium term training courses for police officers to
sensitise and to change their attitude, in the matter of rehabilitation of trafficked child
and prevention of child trafficking.
(9) To make arrangement for 24 hours announcement at railway stations,
mentioning that child trafficking and begging is prohibited and if anyone received the
information in this regard then immediately inform this to concern police stations.
(10) To issue direction to officer of railway department in this regard.
(11) To chalk out a plan on the basis of workshop organised by the Commission
for N.G.O.s working in this field.
Eb 2705--4
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(4) Place and date- At Nashik on Dated 13/8/2012
Subject- Child LabourParticipants- General Public, N.G.Os, Government Officer etc

Outcome of public hearing- On the basis of public hearing following issues have been
emerged.
Training will have to be organised on various issues such as prohibition of child labour,
implementation of Right to Education, Rescue and rehabilitation of child labour, poor
functioning of child welfare committee, power of child welfare committee and juvenile
justice board, eradication of malnutrition provision of Indian Penal Code etc.
Re: Public Hearing – Following suggestions have been made to eradicate problem of
child labour :
(1) To provide education to the child labour and rehabilitate them.
(2) To start schools in language spoken by the communities, Varad, Thakar, Vedu,
Gaur. However if it is not possible, then in existing schools, teachers should be recruited
for teaching, them in their language. N.G.O. may also be consulted in these matters.
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(3) To allow children belonging Vedu and Thakar samaj notified as nomadic, to be
admitted in Ashramshalas, until separate schools are established for them.
(4) To change food habit of malnutritious children, for this special schemes are
to be implemented.
(5) To activate task force constituted for prohibition of child labour.
(6) To ensure the schooling of children of sex workers.
(7) To initiate mission like programme to rescue child labour in Malegaon and
Nashik.
(8) To sensitize police officers in term of dealing the matter of child labour.
(9) To investigate condition of child labour in Malegaon.
(10) To open the regular schools for education of child labour in Malegaon.
(11) To make special arrangement for drop out children in those area.
(5) Place and date- Veer Baburao Shedmark sabhagruh Gadchiroli
Dt.27/9/2012 & 28/9/2012
Subject- Various problems faced by the children affected due to civil unrest.

Participants- General Public, N.G.Os, Government Officer etc.
Outcome of public hearing- On the basis of public hearing following issues have been
emerged.
(1) To amend the provision of I.P.C. wherein age of child is not define below the
eighteen years, for uniformity with the Juvenile Justice Act.
Eb 2705—4a
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(2) To organise training programmes for police officers to sensitise them and also
to organise the short and medium term courses, capsule courses for police officers and
judicial officers. To create awareness among masses and carry on various programmes
for change in food habit, child friendly courses should be started for police officers.
(3) To organise various programme for de-addiction.
(6) Place and date- Ratnagiri, Dt.29/10/2012
Subject- Training Programme and Public hearing about R.T.E.Act, POCSO Act, Child
Trafficking, Implementation of J.J.Act.

Participants- General Public, N.G.Os, Government Officers etc.
Outcome of public hearing(1) To ensure co-ordination among various Government department working in
the field of Child Rights.
(2) Implementation of provision of Juvenile Justice Act in respect to the power
given to Juvenile Justice Board and Child Welfare Committee.
(3) Rehabilitation of child beggar and labour after rescue.
(4) To promote the education of those children belonging to sugarcane cutter
and labour, the same should be inserted into Right to Education Act.
(5) There should be uniformity in Acts such as Juvenile Justice Act, Indian Penal
Code with respect to age of child.
(6) Implementation of order given by the Child Welfare Committee.
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(7) Place and date- Akola, Dt.29/11/2012
Subject- Training Programme and Public hearing about R.T.E. Act, POCSO Act, Child
Trafficking, Implementation of J.J.Act.

Participants- General Public, N.G.Os, Government Officers etc.
Outcome of public hearing- On the basis of public hearing following issues have been
emerged.
(1) To ensure co-ordination among various Government departments working in
the field of Child Rights.
(2) Implementation of provision of Juvenile Justice Act with respect to the power
given to Juvenile Justice Board and Child Welfare Committee.
(8) Place and date- Wardha , Collector Office, Dt.28/2/2013
Subject- Discussion about R.T.E. Act, POCSO Act, Implementation of J.J. Act,
Participants - N.G.O.s, Government Officers etc.
Outcome of public hearing- On the basis of public hearing following issues have been
emerged.
(1) Matter was discussed to organise child fair at Wardha.
(2) To organise concept of Bal Panchayat in ten districts of Wardha.
(9) Place and date- Thane, Collector Office, Dt.21/1/2013
Subject - Training Programme and Public hearing on R.T.E. Act, POCSO Act,
Malnutrition.
Participants - N.G.O.s, Government Officers etc.
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Outcome of public hearing - On the basis of public hearing following issues have been
emerged.
(i) To frame policy regarding children belonging to prisoners, in the matter where
both parents are in jail.
(ii) To frame a policy for registration of children entering in the city by Rail, Road
and keeping track records on them.
(10) Place and date- Solapur, Collector Office, Dt.30/1/2013 and 31/1/2013
Subject - Training Programme and Public hearing about R.T.E. Act, POCSO Act, and
Malnutrition
Participants - N.G.O.s, Government Officers etc
Outcome of public hearing - On the basis of public hearing following issues have been
emerged.
i) To initiate special schemes for the children belonging to Bidi workers.
ii) To carry on special programmes for children affected by A.I.D.S. or H.I.V.
( 11) Place and date- Raigad Collector Office, Dt.6 /2 /2013
Subject - Training Programme and Public hearing about R.T.E. Act, POCSO Act,
Malnutrition.

Participants - N.G.O.s, Government Officers etc.
Outcome of public hearing - On the basis of public hearing following issues have been
emerged.
(i) To activate task force constituted for rescuing of child labour.
(ii) To organise awareness programmes on various child right’s issues.
(iii) Implementation of Protection of Children against Sexual Offences Act
effectively.
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(12) Place and date - Maharashtra State Commission for Protection of Child Rights
Office, Dt.25 /2 /2013
Subject - Training Programme and Public hearing about R.T.E. Act, POCSO Act,
Malnutrition

and

Participants - N.G.O.s, Government Officers etc.
Outcome of public hearing - To control the child abuse following issues have been
suggested.
(1) Parents should be regularly informed on the progress of their children.
(2) Counselling of children in school.
(3) Children should be educated on various types of child abuse in the school.
(4) To collect data for those Children working in household.
(5) Implementation of provision of P.O.C.S.O. Act.
(6) To organise training on POCSO Act.
(7) To appoint child friendly women constable in police stations.
(8) To provide moral education to the children.
(9) It should be ensured that Children should not be allowed to see the
pornography programme display on T.V.
(10) Marks should be allotted on moral education.
(11) Sex education should be included in syllabus in the name of life education.
(12) Girl child should be provided sex education only by female teacher.
(13) Sex education should be taught to those who are above ten years old.
(14) Women involved in sex trade should be rehabilitated after providing the
employment to them.
(15) To keep track record on women working in the field of sugarcane.
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(13) Place and date- Ravi Bhavan, Nagpur, Dt. 1/3/2013
Subject - Training Programme and Public hearing about R.T.E. Act, POCSO Act,
Malnutrition.
Participants - N.G.O.s, Government Officers etc
Outcome of public hearing – Following issues have been emerged during public hearing.
(i) To strengthen the P.T.A. in each and every school.
(ii) Members of P.T.A. should be from those whose wards are actually studying in
school for this a drive is needed.
(iii) Children belong to communities such as Jogi, Vadhay etc. should be given
education in their mother language, by way of providing infrastructure in the schools.
(iv) To organise training programmes for police officers, teachers, members of
P.T.A., J.J.B, C.W.C. on various child right issues.
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CHAPTER VI
One day National level workshop held on 31/7/2012 at Dharavi (Mumbai)
Objective of the Workshop
Child Rights institutions are meant to function as independent human right
watchdog’s for those human being who are below the age of 18 years. Their key
function include evaluation of existing safe guards for child right protection and
making recommendations for strengthening them, inquiring into complaint of child
right violation, undertaking visit to custodial institutions, creating awareness about
rights, promoting harmonization of domestic laws, undertaking research and analysis
on child right issue. Children who are affected due to civil unrest, project and slum are
more vulnerable in comparison to others. Therefore to arrest the various issues related
with the children residing in slum, on the basis of expert’s opinion and discussion and
to finalisation of Plan of Action, adoption of declaration and identifying of common
areas of concern, this conference/workshop is being organised at the place, which is
well known for it’s slum not only in India but in Asia.
Increasing in slums is a general phenomena which started in all over world since
the middle of 19th century and beginning of twentieth century however rapid
enhancement started during the last decade of the twentieth century. This is global
problem. Migration from less developed region to the developed region; for search of
lively hood, better live quality and to enjoy fair and dignified lives, is a continuous
process, which is happening since the beginning of the civilization. However present
scenario is totally different from the past. At present migration is happening for
getting employment and for easy way of live in one hand and on other hand due to
declining in primary sector of economy such as agriculture and agro based industries,
which resulted into migration of artisan community, agriculture labour, marginal and
small farmers; and this is main cause for rapid growth of slum in urban areas. There is
no reliable data by which plight of poor and marginalized family in urban setting can
be estimated. Now it is important task to capture urban slum, while capturing this it
Eb 2705--5
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should be emphasized that not all poor household are found in slum and not all slum
residents are poor. However environment of the slum forced the children of even
affluent house holds into various problems. Therefore it can not be said that children
belong to an affluent house hold in slum are free from the problem faced by the slum
dwellers. Thus without any discrimination on the basis of social, economic, religion,
culture, cast slum as a geographical unit should be taken into account for implementing
the various measure, in connection to the protection of child rights. To illuminate the
problem of slum, first and far most task is to revive the cottage industries and
providing opportunities of employment, dignifying way of lives in the rural areas and
second is to strengthening the capacity of slum communities, by sustainable positive
change in their lives through research, capacity building and advocacy. The aim of
conference is to ensure that many other like minded actors and organisation in slum
emerge and helped to acquire the necessary skill, competencies, attitude, and
knowledge to enable them to effectively support slum dwellers in improving their
lives.
In addition to the resource person, Expert have been invited from various field
such as, Chairman of Harijan Sevak Sangh, Chairman AKHIL Bhartiya Admi Jati
Sangh, senior functionaries of these organisation, senior functionaries of child right
commissions of other states. Secretaries of women and child development department
of state Governments, Government of India, Senior officers from the Government of
Maharashtra, Academician, civil society organisations, working in the field of child
rights, slum.
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On the basis of workshop following Action points have been finalized
(1) To prepare micro level plan after taking the slum as a unit, with regard to the
educational, economical, upliftment of the slumdewellers and to provide them basic
amenities such as improved drinking water, hygienic conditions etc.
(2) To provide sIumdwellers durable houses with permanent and adequate structure
in a non-hazardous location, protecting its inhabitatants from the extremes of climatic
conditions.
(3) To provide secure tenure status to the slum dwellers.
(4) To provide similar facilities as being given to the families / persons residing
within notified slum area to the slumdwellers who are non registered or residing outside,
the zone of recognised slums.
(5) To provide quality education, under the right to education act to the children
belong to slum and they should be given special preferences in the schools run by private
organisations.
(6) To provide Special coaching provision for children residing in slum, by the
Government so that they may be able themselves to come in main stream.
Eb 2705—5a
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(7) To provide housing facilities in such a way that each person should be assured to
get minimum 300 cubic feet fresh air.
(8) In the slum area within wards small units called sector covering minimum 1000
and maximum 2500 population should be created, and all the activities related with the
development, education, sanitation, health, supply of water should be planned with the
help of families residing in the sector with the help of N.G.O.s, UNICEF, Government
authorities should work as facilitator, to ensure grass root involvement.
(9) To start awareness programmes in the slum area with the help of N.G.O./Non
official workers, Government employees, local teachers etc.

Let to know the

Government Schemes running for their benefit and to teach them let to live in dignified
way of life having basic education, health and hygiene.
(10) To evolve sense of social sanitation as a virtue among slums.
(11) Lane and street have to be cleansed off all the rubbish and same should be
classified with the help of local and non official.
(12) Programme to teach them for taking balance diet and right diet should be
initiated.
(13) Special provision should be made so that essential services may be able within
the reach of children and family residing in slum.
(14) Slum-in-habitant, live close to schools and hospitals, run under the private
organisation should have given chance on priority basis, even for this, the condition
should be mentioned during giving the permission to run schools and hospitals and
appropriate law should be amended in this regard.
(15) Provision for accessibility to safe drinking water and sanitation to be made
mandatory in favour of family living in slum even same should be included under the
provision of right to life in the Indian constitution.
(16) To provide the safer work place, food security, adequate housing place to live
and play for children residing in slum.
(17) High quality – Services, education, health, public Transport and child care
should be provided to slum dwellers on priority basis by the state.
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(18) Priority should be given to the most disadvantage children wherever they live.
(19) Micro level research and evaluation is needed to improve understanding and to
advance the right of children to survive, health, development, sanitation etc residing in
slum.
(20) Comprehensive and consolidated approach through the help of community
actions is needed.
(21) To ensure economic and environmental permanency on improving the lives of
slum dwellers.
(22) The young slum residents men and women should be involved in surveying,
documenting and mapping their urban surrounding generating essential information for
both their communities and authorities.
(23) Young people should be involved in micro planning community water and
sanitation as well as civil society networking.
(24) Different cultural group should be formulated and organised cultural
programmes by using play or story revolving around child to explore such theme as
alcohol abuse and abuse by using other intoxicated material, street plays in small group
should also be organised. Programme included the Bhajan and Santwadi should be in the
theme of play.
(25) To frame a clear definition of “urban slum”
(26) To go beyond national average and rural urban comparisons to analyse and
document disparities within urban area.
(27) To develop political will to establish urban data as a priority among competing
interest.
(28) Manual Labour as being sold by the slum dweller should get appropriate and
dignified value.
(29) Toilet solution should be provided for children so that they do not force to stand
in line or expose adolescent girls to harassment.
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(30) Presence of people living illegally on pavement under bridge and on waste land
in urban area should be taken into account and all should be surveyed by way of door to
door survey method and technology.
National level seminar on CHILd Labour held from 28th Feb to 2nd March 2013 at
Institute of Ghandhian thought Wardha organised by
(I )

Maharashtra State Commission for Protection of Child Rights , Mumbai

(II)

Institute of Gandhian Studies , Wardha

(III) Ghandhi Peas Foundation, New Delhi
(IV) Ghandhi Research Foundation ,Jalgaon
(V)

Ghandhi Labour Foundation , Puri

In the seminar following issues have been discussed
(I)
Child Labour-Meaning and Definition
(II) Causes of Child Labour
(III) Political, Economic, Social and Cultural cause for child labour
(IV) Efforts to Eliminate Child Labour
(IV) Role of International Organisation, ILO , Governments, NGOs, Civil Society
to eliminate child labour The seminar was attended by various scholars,
academician , thinkers , associated with various organisations , of N.G.O.s
Government officers were also participated
.In the seminar ,various issue on child
labour course and challenges emerging in
eliminating the child labours have been
discussed in detailed. The speakers have
been expressed
various measures to
eliminate the child labour (The seminars
funded by Institute of Ghandhian studies
Wardha )
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CHAPTER VII
Recommendations by the Commission under Protection of Child Rights
Commission Act, 2005
Name of cases- Inspecting of Children Homes in Latur District
Name of the children Home in Latur
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Priyanka Mahila Mandal, Murud, District Latur sanchalit, Saraswati Balsadan, Shivaji Nagar,
Murud
Sarvangin Manav vikas sanchalit matoshree phuladevi bal sadan, Tuljabhavani Nagar, Latur
Sai Sevabhavi sanstha sanchalit Manish Baalsadan, Near Medical Collage, Latur
Jijamata Bahuuddeshiy mahila mandal sanchalit Balaji balsadan, Pinate Nagar, Latur
Dnyanodaya Vimukt Jati Shikshan Prasarak Mandal, Kanadi Boragaon sanchalit Vasant Bal
Sadan Kanadi Boragaon
Mrs. Gunabai Gramin Shikshan Prasarak Mandal sanchalit Sant Dhurabai Balsadan
Vajarkheda, Tanda, Latur
Mahalaxmi Bahuuddeshiya Mahila Kalyan Samaj Seva Sanstha sanchalit Nisarg Balsadan,
Mahadev Nagar, Nanded Naka, Latur
Swayamsidha Mahila Mandal Latur sanchalit Gokul Balsadan, M.I.D.C., Near M.I.D.C.,
Latur
Ekta Mahila Mandal, Keshav Nagar, Latur sanchalit Ekta Balsadan Keshav Nagar, Latur
Mother Teresa Bahuuddeshiya Sevabhavi Sanstha Babhalgaon sanchalit Anusayadevi
Deshmukh Balsadan, Babhalgaon
Shivsamarth Bahuuddeshiya Sevabhavi Sanstha Narayannagar sanchalit Tuljabhavani
Balsadan, Sona nagar, Latur
Sadbhavana Social Research Youth Foundation Matola sanchalit Shree Ram Balakashram
Kanheri Road, Latur
Gramin Vikas Mahila Mandal Murud sanchalit Raje Shivaji Balakashram Shivaji Nagar,
Murud, Latur
Ajinkya Shikshan Sanstha Latur sanchalit Ajinkya Balakashram Yashwant Nagar, Ambajogai
Road, Latur
Gajanan Bahuuddeshiya Sanstha Bori, Latur sanchalit Yashwant Balakashram, Bori, Latur
Manav Jeevan Vikas Pratishthan Latur sanchalit Premnath Balakashram, Near Medical
College, Latur
Madhumati Mahila Mandal, Latur sanchalit Sai Balakashram, Ambajogai Road, Latur
Sarvangin Manav vikas sanchalit Siddheshwar balakashram, Tuljabhavani Nagar, New
Railway Station Road, Latur
Vishwasagar Shikshan Prasarak Mandal, Latur sanchalit Vishwasagar Balakashram, Labour
Colony, Latur
Mrs. Gunabai Gramin Shikshan Prasarak Mandal Shankar Parvati Nagar, Parali sanchalit
Dhurabai Balakashram, Vajarkheda, Tanda, Latur
Samakimata Bahuuddeshiya Sevabhavi Sanstha Snehnagar sanchalit Renukamata
Balakashram near Virat Hanuman, Latur
Dnyanvikas Manda, Latur sanchalit Savitribai Fule Balakashram, Mahadev Nagar, Nanded
Naka, Latur
Balaji Seva Pratishthan, Gudsoor sanchalit Mrs. Shashikala Balakashram, Near Medical
College, Latur
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24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

Krishna Bahuuddeshiya shikshan prasarak mandal, Udgir sanchalit Krishna Balakashram,
M.I.D.C., Latur
Maher Bahuuddeshiya Mahila Mandal Vasant Nagar sanchalit Adhar Balakashram, Near
Kripasadan school, Nanded Road, Latur
Dnyanvikas Manda, Latur sanchalit Ambika Balakashram, Mahadev Nagar, Latur
Sai Bahuuddeshiya Samaj Seva Sanstha Fateh Balakashram Chincholirao vadi, District Latur
Kisan Trust Mitra Nagar, Latur sanchalit Ambika Balakashram Tandulvadi, District Latur
Advt. Haji Naimodin Bahuuddeshiya Sanstha sanchalit Maharashtra Balakashram, Harangul,
District Latur
Madhumati Mahila Mandal, Latur sanchalit Sai Balsadan, Latur
Priyanka Mahila Mandal sanchalit, Jawahar Boys Balgruh, District Latur
Sarvangin Manav vikas Latur sanchalit Vamanrao Joshi balgruh, Tuljabhavani Nagar, Latur
Manisha Shikshan Prasarak Mandal, Latur sanchalit Mamta Girls Balgruh Tavarja Colony,
Latur
Sarvangin Manav vikas Sanstha Latur sanchalit Tuljai balgruh, Tuljabhavani Nagar, Latur
Maharashtra Bahuuddeshiya Kamdhenu Bal Vikas Mahila Mandal, Latur sanchalit Savali
AIDS suffering Balgruh, Latur
Gajanan Bahuuddeshiya Sanstha Bori sanchalit Sant Gadgebaba Matimand Balgruh, Latur
Government Boys Balgruh, M.I.D. C., Near Kirti Oil, Latur
Government Girls Balgruh, Behind Shivaji School, Murud, District Latur
Ganesh Shikshan Latur sanchalit Girls Observation Home, Latur
Madhumati Mahila Mandal, Latur sanchalit Sai Balsadan, Latur
Nagsen education Society, Udgir sanchalit Sant Kabir Balsadan, Davangaon, Taluka Udgir
Sandhi Niketan shikshan sanstha, vadagaon sanchalit chacha Nehru balsadan, Behind Lal
Bahadur Shastri School, Udgir
Udgir Taluka Yuva vikas Sanstha, Udgir sanchalit Maulana Azad Balsadan, Noor Patel
Colony, Udgir
Udaya Mahila Bahuuddeshiya Mandal sanchalit Vivekanand Balsadan Nanded Road, Near
Udya Petrol Pump, Udgir
Vimukt Bhatakya Jati Seva Samiti Dhondvadi sanchalit Mahatma Fule Balsadan Vadhiv
Jalkot Road, Udgir
Mahatma Phule Shikshan Prasarak Mandal sanchalit Rajiv Gandhi Balsadan, Shelhal Road,
Udgir
Savitribai Fule Seva Kendra sanchalit Anand Niradhar Balsadan, Opposite Mhada Colany,
Jalkot Road, Udgir
Indira Shikshan Prasarak Mandal sanchalit Sambhajirao Kendre Balsadan Naik Nagar, Jalkot
Road, Udgir
Dnyangangotri Education Society sanchalit Dr.Ambedkar Dnyan Sadhana, balsadan, Noor
Patel Colony, Udgir
Jai Javan Jai Kisan Bahuuddeshiya Shikshan Prasarak Mandal sanchalit Rajiv Gandhi
Balsadan, Udgir, Latur
Dnyangangotri Education Society, Udgir sanchalit Nalanda Balakashram, Noor Patel Colony,
Udgir
Gram Vikas Yuvak Mandal, Barali sanchalit, Nivrutirao Vadgavkar Balakashram Nideban,
Udgir
Divyajyoti Gramin & Shahari Vikas Shaikshanik Sevabhavi Sanstha sanchalit Divyajyoti
Balakashram Jalkot Road, Udgir
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54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83

Dnyangangotri Education Society Balgruh, Noor Patel Colony, Udgir
Vimukta Bhatakya Jati Seva samiti Dhondvadi sanchalit Naveen Balgruh Mhada Colony,
Udgir
Sarvangin Vikas Sanstha, Udgir sanchalit AIDS suffering Balgruh, Shelhal Road, Udgir
Mahatma Fule Shikshan Prasarak Mandal, sanchalit Rajiv Gandhi Anathalay, Shelhal Road,
Udgir
Dnyangangotri Education Society sanchalit Balakashram, Noor Patel Colony, Udgir
Anandrao Naik shikshan prasarak mandal sanchalit Rukmini Naik Balsadan Sattardhar vadi
Taluka Ausa
Magas samaj seva mandal, Devtala sanchalit Late Jaysing Chavan Balsadan, Manohar Tanda,
Ausa
Magas samaj seva mandal, Devtala sanchalit Dhanraj Chavan Balsadan, Devtala, Ausa
Matoshri Hirabai Bahuuddeshiya Sevabhavi sanstha Hirabai Balsadan, Ausa
Ramamata Shikshan Prasarak Mandal sanchalit Kisanrao Naik Balsadan, Utka, Taluka Ausa
Late Rangrao Deshmukh Shikshan Prasarak Mandal Shivani sanchalit Chatrapati Balsadan,
Talani, Ausa
Late Vijaykumar Valasange Bahuuddeshiya Seva Sanstha sanchalit Jai Tuljabhavani
Balakashram, Davatpur, Taluka Ausa
Anandrao Naik Shikshan Prasarak sanchalit Govind Balakashram Sattardhar vadi, Ausa
Late Kevalai Chavan Mahila Mandal sanchalit Kamala Nehru Balakashram Manohar Tanda,
Ausa, Latur
Late Kevalai Chavan Mahila Mandal sanchalit Vassalabai Naik Balakashram, Devtala, Ausa,
Latur
Shree Ganesh Shikshan Prasarak Mandal sanchalit Ramchandra Balakashram Budhoda,
Taluka Ausa
Anandrao Naik Shikshan Prasarak Mandal, Shubhangi Balakashram, Sattardhar vadi, Ausa
Late Kevalai Chavan Mahila Mandal sanchalit Mahatma Jyotiba Phle Balakashram Shindala,
Ausa, Latur
Late Kevalai Chavan Mahila Mandal sanchalit Ramabai Ambedkar Balakashram Shindala,
Ausa, Latur
Pratibha bahuuddeshiya shikshan prasarak mandal, Ekambi Tanda sanchalit Renukamata
Balakashram Ekambi, Tanda
Jijamata Bahuuddeshiy Samajik Sevabhavi Sanstha sanchalit Jijamata Balakashram, Ausa
Samata Shikshan Prasarak mandal sanchalit Rajeev Gandhi Balakashram, Lamajana, Taluka
Ausa
Anandrao Naik Shikshan Prasarak Mandal sanchalit Sudershan Balakashram, Devtala
Anandrao Naik Shikshan Prasarak Mandal sanchalit Sudershan Balakashram, Sattardharvadi
Vimukt Jati Seva Samiti Vasant Nagar sanchalit Makkaji Naik Balsadan, Dongargaon Sullali,
Jalkot
Sevadas shikshan prasarak mandal, sanchalit Matoshri Balsadan, chincholi, Atanoor, Jalkot
Sevadas shikshan prasarak mandal, sanchalit Matoshri Balsadan, chincholi, Atanoor, Jalkot
Sevadas shikshan prasarak mandal sanchalit Ramai Balsadan, Shivajinagar, Tanda, Taluka
jalkot
Sevadas shikshan prasarak mandal sanchalit Ramai Balsadan, Shivajinagar, Tanda, Taluka
jalkot
Sevadas shikshan prasarak mandal sanchalit Ramai Balsadan, Shivajinagar, Tanda, Taluka
jalkot
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Vimukt Bhatkya Jati Datta Shikshan Prasarak Mandal sanchalit Sant Gadgebaba Balsadan,
Gutti, Tanda, Jalkot
Jai Javan Jai Kisan Bahuuddeshiya Shikshan Prasarak Mandal sanchalit Shree Kashi
Vishwanath Balsadan, Atnur, Taluka Jalkot
Balaji Shikshan Sanstha Nalgir sanchalit Raghvendra Balakashram, Jalkot, Main Road, Jalkot
Jai Kisan Shikshan Prasarak Mandal, Undri, District Nanded sanchalit Balaji Tirupati
Balakashram, jalkot
Mother Teresa Magas Mahila Vikas Mandal, Tiruka Sanchalika Sumanbai Chambvad
Balakashram, Udgir Road, Jalkot
Ujwal Gramin Mahila Mandal Ghonasi sanchalit Savitribai Phule Balakashram Ghonasi,
Taluka Jalkot
Dnyandeep Shikshan Prasarak Mandal sanchalit Indira Balakashram, Gavhan, Jalkot, Latur
Mahatma Jyotiba Phule samajik vikas sanstha, pangardh, sanchalit Late Janabai Agle Bal
sadan, Pangaon, District Renapur
Baliraja Bahuuddeshiya Shikshan Prasarak Mandal sanchalit Gopal Balsadan Renapur
Mahila Samaj Seva and Shikshan Sanstha Mankhed sanchalit Balsadan Nehru Nagar, Tanda,
Renapur
Magasvargiya seva sanch Renapur sanchalit Shree Sai Balsadan, Renapur
Shree Davaneshwar Shikshan Prasarak mandal, Davangaon sanchalit Shree Nilkantheshwar
Balakashram, Koshtgaon, Taluka Renapur
Baliraja Bahuuddeshiya Shikshan Prasarak Mandal, Renapur sanchalit Late Vyankatesh
Balakashram, Near Janata Bank, Renapur
Tirupati Bahu uddeshiya shikshan prasarak mandal, Bendaga, Nilanga sanchalit Shree
krishna bal sadan, aurat, Taluka Nilanga
Tirupati Bahu uddeshiya shikshan prasarak mandal, Bendaga, Nilanga sanchalit Shree
krishna bal sadan, aurat, Taluka Nilanga
Mahatma Jyotiba Fule Shikshan Sanstha, Bhatangali sanchalit Sanjivani Balsadan, Nilanga
Guruvarya Lahuji Salave Shikshan Prasarak Mandal, Shivpur sanchalit Jijamata Balsadan
Turukvadi, Shirur, Anantpal
Baliraja Sevabhavi Sanstha Devani sancahlit Sand Dnyaneshwar Balakashram, Udgir road,
Devani
Shramjivi Udyojak Gramin Sevabhavi Pratishthan Lohara sanchalit Dagadojirao Deshmukh
Balakashram, devani, Latur
Baliraja Sevabhavi Sanstha Devani sancahlit Krishnamata Girls Balgruh, Udgir road, Devani
Adarsh Shikshan Prasarak Mandal Kavatha Dhanora sanchalit Late Madhavrao Bhange
Balsadan Chavanda Nagar, Ahmedpur
Rajashree Shahu Bahuuddeshiya Gramin Vikas Sanstha Kalegaon sanchalit Rokdoba
Balsadan, Kalegaon Raod, Ahmedpur
Rakhmai Mahila Mandal, sanchalit Mata Rukmini Balakashram Teburni Road, Ahmedpur
Bharat multipurpose education society, chacha Nehru balsadan, nageshwadi, Chakur
Vishwasagar Shikshan Prasarak Mandal sanchalit Vishwasagar Balsadan, Chakur, Latur
Sant Mauli Shikshan Prasarak Mandal, Chakur sanchalit Aannabhau Sathe Balsadan,
Opposite Chakur Bus stand
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Brief history.—The State Commission For Protection Of Child Rights has received a letter
from the Government on the 4th June 2011, to enquire into children’s homes running in the state, by
private organisations and to collect records from the office of the Commissioner, Women and Child
Development, Pune, especially for those Children Homes which have been inspected, after constituting a
committee at the district levels by the respective Collectors/C.E.O.s. The State Commission for
Protection of Child Rights by issuing letter directed the Commissioner, Women and Child Development,
to submit the report along with related documents for inspections of Children Homes in the Latur district
as done by the team constituted especially for the said purpose however; Commissioner’s office did not
give any response. Thereafter the State Commission for Protection of Child Right (herein after called as
Commission) issued a notice under Section 14(1) of Child Right Protection Act, 2005 to the
Commissioner, Women and Child Development Department after which document alongwith report of
the team, for twenty districts have been received viz for Latur, Parbhani, Jalna, Osmanabad, Buldhana,
Wardha, Yatmal, Raigad, Mumbai City, Solapur, Kolhapur, Ratnagiri, Satara, Sangli, Sindhudurg,
Nandurbar, Dhule, Ahmednagar, Akola, Yavatmal.
Accordingly the Commission has conduct the enquiry to those children homes situated in Latur
and submitted recommendation to the Government as on dt.4/8/2012

Recommendations
.
1.
Permission as granted by the Government and commissioner to run the Children Homes
(in the year 2007 and 2008 total no.54) without following due procedure of law should be cancelled.
2.
The officers who are responsible for giving permission to Children Homes without
following law of Natural Justice and due procedure of law should be held responsible and appropriate
civil and criminal procedures should be initiated against them.
3.
Children Homes mafias who are running children home should be booked under stringent
provisions of penal laws.
4.
Officers along with members and Chairman of Child Welfare Committee and owner of
organisation should be booked under various provisions of Indian Penal Code and Anti Corruption Act
for their involvement in running of children homes against the provision of Juvenile Justice Act and
allowing children to stay in the children home, who are unfit for care and protection of children and
violating the provision of section 31,32,33 and 34 of Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection of Children)
Act.
5.
The children who are being admitted in pretext to get better education should be shifted
to the Government run hostel and if there is no sufficient hostel then Government should take
appropriate steps to accommodate them and if there is a school nearby in their village, then as mentioned
in Right to Education Act they should be shifted to those schools with assurance of quality education.
6.
It may not be ruled out that children who are living in Children Homes have also been
enrolled in the school situated nearby in their villages and same are enrolled in schools situated in the
city, therefore, the Education Department along with Women and Child Development offices should
carry on joint investigation to furnish the fact so that duplicacy may be pointed out.
7.
Appropriate action should be taken against the members of the team who have not
reported properly.
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8.
Owner of those Children homes which have been found without any children during
inspection should be prosecuted for the misappropriation of Government money along with districts
officers of Women and Child Development Department.
9.
Fund which has been given to these organisations should be recovered from the owner of
children homes and officers of Women and Child Development Department with interest.
10.
The State should undertake studies and conduct surveys in the district to identify the no.
of children who are orphans and need, care and protection and on the basis of reports of the survey,
permission should be granted to run Children Homes after following the due procedure of law such as
using an advertisement, fixing the criteria, scrutinizing the application by appointing a committee etc.
Permission should be given as per actual need of them.

Name of cases- Inspecting of Children Homes in Osmanabad District
Name of the children Home in Osmanabad
1 Lokseva magasvargiya shikshan prasarak mandal Chilwadi sanchalt shikshan Mahrshi
Korke balsadan Chilwadi Tal. Dist. Usmanbad
2 Vasanrao Naik Magas samaj seva mandal Usmanbad sanchalit Shobha Naik balsdan
Vidyanagar Bavi Tal. Dist. Usmanbad
3 Vasanrao Naik vimukta Jati Bhatkya jamati Adarsh shikshan mandal Ghatangri Tal. Dist.
Usmanbad
4 Shri Sai seva sevabhavi sanstha Latur sanchalit Madhumati balsadan , Datta nagar Dhoki
Tal. Dist. Usmanbad
5 World social foundation Usmanabad sanchalit Tirumalla balsadan Datta nagar Dhoki Tal.
Dist. Usmanbad
6 Samaj prabhodan shikshan prasarak mandal Saknur sanchalit Dhoki Tal. Dist. Usmanbad
7 Sandhi niketan shikshan sanstha Varhali , Tal. Mukhed sanchalit Malharmarthand
balkashram Sanjbes Usmanbad
8 Magas samaj seva mandal , Devtala sanchalit Vasantrao Naik balkashram Shingoli Tal.
Dist Usmanabad
9 Shantinagar shikshan prasarak mandal Usmanabad sanchalit Digvijay balkaashram
Ambedkar nagar Usmanabad
10 Rani Laxmibai mahila mandal Lingadala sanchalit Tuljabhavani balkashram near
Dattanagar Dhoki Tal. Dist Usmanabad
11 New Siddheshwar bahu. Samajik sanstha Vadgaon Tal. Dist. Usmanabad sanchalit Late
Dadasaheb More balkashram Vadgaon Tal. Dist. Usmanabad
12 Shri Gunvantarao Deshmukha B.M.S.Late Laxmanrao Lavand balkashram Pinpari Beldar
Usmanabad
13 Sant Ramrao Maharaj bahu. Adarsha shikshan prasarak mandal Ghatangri sanchalit
balkashram Kamgaon Tal. Dist. Usmanabad
14 Mahisha shikshan prasarak mandal , Latur sanchalit Mahatma Jyotiba Phule mulanche
balgruh Gawliwada Usmanabad
15 Shri Gurudatta bahuuddeshiya sanstha Tadwale sanchalit Jivan Vikas mulanche balgruh ,
Tadwale Tal. Dist. Usmanabad
16 Dharmanirapeksha Sanbhaji Raje bahuuddeshiya smajik sanstha , Tuljapur sanchalit
observation home Bonbale Hanuman chowk , near piwali taki Usmanabad
17 Manav jivan vikas pratishatan latur sanchalit Sushilabai balkashram Dattanagr Dhoki Tal.
Dist. Usmanabad
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18 Pragati sevabhavi sang sanchalit Tirupati balkashram Tuljapur ring road Usamnabad
19 Jay Bhavani shikshan seva mandal Khanapur Tal Auosa sanchalit Adarsha balkashram
Tuljapur road Usmanabad
20 Adarsha shikshan prasarak mandal usmanabad sanchalit Abhiram balkashram Usmanabad
21 Shri sant Ramrao Maharaj bahu uddeshiya shikshan prasarak mandal Ghatangri sanchalit
Shri swami Samarth balkashram Ubare Kotha Usmanabad
22 Gurudatta bahu uddeshuya Tadwale snachlit Mauli balkashram Yedshi Tal Usmanabad
23 Jay bhawani shikshan seva mandal Khanapur Tal Aousa sanchlit Dhanraj balkashram
,Tuljapur road Usmanabd
24 Rashtra sevadal Pune sanchalit Apal Ghar balgram , Naldurg , Tal. Tuljapur, Dist.
Usmanabad
25 Mhatma Phule shikshan prasarak mandal Jalkaot sanchlit Tirupati balsdan Jalkot
26 New Siddheshwar bahu . samajik Vadgaon sanchalit Tuljai balsadan Ghatshil Road,
Tuljapur
27 Samikamata bahu uddeshiya samajik sanstha Snehanagar Latur sanchalit Manohar
balkashram Sanbhaji nagar , Hadko , Tuljapur Dist. Usmanabad
28 Sevadas bahu uddeshiya samajik sanstha Devsinga , Tal . Tuljapur Dist. Usmanabad
29 Shri sai sevabhavi sanshta Latur sanchalit Shantabai balkashram Athawadi Hadko, Tal.
Dist. Usmanabad
30 Samikamata magasvargiya Mahila bahuudheshiya gramvikas sanstha Patil Tanda Tal.
Tuljapur sanchalit Jijamata balkashram Patil Tanda, Tal. Dist. Usmanabad
31 Jijamata shikshan prasarak mandal Salgara sanchalit Vithai balkashram Salgara Tal. Dist.
Usmanabad
32 Veer Hanuman bahu uddeshiya gramvikas pratishtan Ramegaon sanchalit Tirupati
balkashram Naldurga Tal. Tuljapur , Dist. Usmanabad
33 Kulswamini bah uddeshiya sa.Kamtha Tal Tuljapur sanchalit Omshanti balkashram
Naldurg Tal. Tuljapur
34 Vidhya vikas pratishtan latur sanchalit Tuljai balkashram Tuljapur
35 Kulswamini bahu Adarsha shikshan p.m.Deepak nagar Kamtha Tanda sanchalit Shree
Tuljabhawani balkashram Tal. Dist. Usmanabad
36 Kulswamini bahu Adarsha shikshan p.m.Deepak nagar Kamtha Tanda sanchalit Apsinga
balkashram Tal. Dist. Usmanabad
37 Magasvargiya samaj sudharaj shikshan prasarak mandal Kinithot sanchalit Raja balsadan
Sastur Tal. Lohara Dist Usmanabad
38 Sarswati shikshan sanstha Kangara Tal. Dist Uasmanabad sanchalit Ramabai Balsadan
Jewali Tal. Lohara Dist Usmanabad
39 Gramin vikas shikshan prasarak mandal Latur sanchalit Durgadevi balsadan Ashta Kasar
Tal. Lohara Dist. Usmanabad
40 Mahatma Phule bahu shikshan prasarak mandal Lohara Dist. Usmanabad, sanchalit
Mahatma Ghandhi balkashram Lohara Dist. Usmanabad
41 Mahrashtra vimukta jati shikshan shikshan sanstha Holi Lohara Dist. Usmanabad sanchalit
Sarswati balkashram Holi Lohara Dist. Usmanabad
42 Magasvargiya samaj sudhark Kinithot sanchalit Sagar balkashram Sastur Tal. Lohara Dist.
Usmanabad
43 Ramling s.p.m. Vadgaon Tal. Lohara , sanchalit Janabai balkashram Bhosga Lohara Dist.
Usmanabad
44 Vanashri bahu sanchalit Vimalabai balkashram Dastapur Lohara Dist. Usmanabad
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45 Banjara shikshan prasarak mandal Balsur sanchalit Shrikrushna balsadan Balsur Tal
Umarga Dist Usmanabad
46 Mahatma Phule shikshna prasarak mandal Jalkot sanchalit balkashram Yenegur Tal.Umrga
Dist Usmanabad
47 Shramik gramvikas sanstha , Solapur sanchalit Sane Guruji balsadan Ekodi Road,
Tal.Umrga Dist Usmanabad
48 Shivkrupa shikshan prasarak mandal Mukramabad Dist. Nanded sanchalit Ahilyadevi
balsadan Koregaon Tal. Umaraga Dist Usmanabad
49 Shri sant Shiromani Ramrao Maharaj bahuuddeshiya sanstha Ayari Tanda Tal.Umrga Dist
Usmanabad sanchalit
50 Priya Darshni yuva mandal Turori sanchalit Maharshi dhanraj Chavan balkashram
Tal.Umrga Dist Usmanabad
51 Vasntrao Naik bahu shikhan prasaraak mandal Tal. Umarga c\o Shri Harechandra
balkashram Pawar building Umraga
52 Priyadarshani yuva mandal Turori sanchalit shikshan Maharshi Dhanraj Chavan
balkashram Turori Tal. Umraga Dist Usmanabad
53 Sevadas bahu. Shikshan samajiksanstha sanchalit Shri Kashinath Maharaj balkashram
Karali PatilTal.Umrga Dist Usmanabad
54 Vasntrao Naik bahu shikhan prasaraak mandal Naik nagar Tal. Umarga sanchalit sant
sevalal balsadan Naik nagar Tal. Umarga
55 Rajguru Bahu . s.s.sanchalit Rajguru balkashram Narangwadi Tal. Umraga
56 Tirupati s.p.M. Bedga Tal. Nilanga sanchalit Shriram balkashram Ganesh nagar Umraga
57 Lokvikas pratishtan Gudsur sanchalit Pralhadrao balkashram Kali plot Umraga
58 Lokvikas pratishtan Gudsur sanchalit niradhar balkashram jakekur rasta chourasta Umraga
59 Jay jawan jay kisan edu soc. Moga tal. Aousa sanchalit Ramchandra balkashram Velamb
Tal. Umaraga
60 Rajguru Bahu . s.s.sanchalit Rajguru balkashram . Umraga
61 Shram bahu sanstha Khosa sanchalit Balaji Anathalya Umarga
62 Sevadas bhu. S.s.s. Balsur sanchalit Nilkanteshwr balsadan balsur Tal. Umraga
Priyadarshani yuva mandal Turori sanchalit shikshan Maharshi Dhanraj Chavan
balkashram Turori Tal. Umraga Dist Usmanabad
63 Bharat multipurpose Edu. Soc. Latur sanchalit Chacha Nehru balkashram Samartha nagar
Bhoom
64 Ramdas bahu.s.p.m.Golegaon Tal. Bhoom sanchalit Sarswati balkashram Bhoom
65 Godavari bhu uddeshiya shikshan sanstha Moha sanchalit Shree swami Samart balkashram
Devlali Tal. Bhoom, Dist Usmanabad
66 Shivshakti bahuuddeshiya gramin vikas mandal Engonda Tal. Pranda Dist Usmanabad
67 Shivshakti bahuuddeshiya gramin vikas mandal Engonda Tal. Pranda sanchalit balsadan
Paranda Dist Usmanabad
68 Kalikadevi bahu.shikshan krida sanskrutik mandal Anala Tal. Paranda Dist Usmanabad
sanchalit Sau Gayabai balkashram Anala Tal .Paranda,
69 Rashta Jagruti s.p.m.Jevur sanchalit Siddhi balkashram Vatephal Tal. Paranda
70 Mauli bahuuddeshiya prasarak mandal Kandari Tal. Paranda sanchalit Pushkaraj
balkashram Kandari Tal . paranda
71 Trimurti bahu sarvangin vikas sanstha sanchalit Shri Vittal mauli balsadan opposite
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S.T.Stand Prali Kalanb Dist Usmanbad
72 Pratisha sevabhavi bahuuddeshiya samajik sanstha Kalamb sanchalit Rajiv Ghandhi
balsadan Itkur Tal Klamb Dist. Usmanabad
73 Tuljai pratishtan bahuddeshiya sanstha Pangaon Tal. Kalamb Dist Usmanabad sanchalit
Sahara Aid’s affected mulamulinche balgruh Tandulwadi Road , Kalamb Tal. Klamb, Dist
Usmanabad
74 Pratisha sevabhavi bahuuddeshiya samajik sanstha Kalamb sanchalit Mauli balsadan , Baba
nagar Tal Klamb Dist. Usmanabad
75 Vasantrao Naik V.J.N.T. Adarah shikshan prasarak mandal Ghtangri sanchalit balkashram
Yermala Tal Kalamb
76 Rashtriya dharmnirpesha balkayan shikshan sansta Kalmb sanchallit Sant Dnyaneshwar
Mauli Niradhar Nirashrit balkashram Tandulwadi road, Kalamb Tal. Klamb, Dist
Usmanabad
77 Janklyan gramin vikas mandal Pangri Tal. Barshi Dist Solapur sanchalit Papnis balsadan
Chorakhali Tal. Kalamb Dist Usmanabad
78 Yshodip Gramin Vikas shikshan prasarak mandal Lakhangaon sanchalit Sai Balkashram
79 Vasantrao Naik V.J.N.T. Adarsh shikshan prasarak mandal sanchalit balkashram Terkheda
Tal. Vashi Dist. Usmanabad
80 Yshodip Gramin Vikas shikshan prasarak mandal Lakhangaon sanchalit Sane Guruji
balkashram Barshi.
Brief history.—The State Commission For Protection Of Child Rights has received a letter
from the Government on the 4th June 2011, to enquire into children’s homes running in the state, by
private organisations and collect records from the office of the Commissioner, Women and Child
Development, Pune, especially for those Children Homes which have been inspected, after constituting a
committee at the district levels by the respective Collectors/C.E.O.s. The State Commission for
Protection of Child Rights by issuing letter directed the Commissioner, Women and Child Development,
to submit the report along with related documents for inspections of Children Homes in the Osmanabad
district as done by the team constituted especially for the said purpose however; Commissioner’s office
did not give any response. Thereafter the State Commission for Protection of Child Right (herein after
called as Commission) issued a notice under Section 14(1) of Child Right Protection Act, 2005 to the
Commissioner, Women and Child Development Department after which document alongwith report of
the team, for twenty districts have been received viz for Latur, Parbhani, Jalna, Osmanabad, Buldhana,
Wardha, Yatmal, Raigad, Mumbai City, Solapur, Kolhapur, Ratnagiri, Satara, Sangli, Sindhudurg,
Nandurbar, Dhule, Ahmednagar, Akola, Yavatmal.
2. The State Commission For Protection Of Child Rights (herein after called Commission) had
allotted the work to it’s members / committee to enquire into the matter and submit the report.
However, none of the members submitted their reports, even though primary enquiry in some cases were
done by the member, Mr. Suryakant Kulkarni for the district of Osmanabad. Shri Suryakant Kulkarni
has submitted the report to the Commission regarding some Children Homes.
The Commission has conduct the enquiry and submitted recommendation to the Government as
on dt.2/8/2012
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Recommendations
Permission as granted by the Government and commissioner to run the Children Homes (in the
year 2007 and 2008 total no.76) without following due procedure of law should be cancelled.
2.
The officers who are responsible for giving permission to Children Homes without
following law of Natural Justice and due procedure of law should be held responsible and appropriate
civil and criminal procedures should be initiated against them.
3.
Children Homes mafias who are running children home should be booked under stringent
provisions of penal laws.
4.
Officers along with members and Chairman of Child Welfare Committee and owner of
organisation should be booked under various provisions of Indian Penal Code and prevention
Corruption Act for their involvement in running of children homes against the provision of Juvenile
Justice Act and allowing children to stay in the children home, who are unfit for care and protection of
children and violating the provision of section 31,32,33 and 34 of Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection
of Children) Act.
5.
The children who are being admitted in pretext to get better education should be shifted
to the Government run hostel and if there is no sufficient hostel then Government should take
appropriate steps to accommodate them and if there is a school nearby in their village, then as mentioned
in Right to Education Act they should be shifted to those schools with assurance of quality education.
6.
It may not be ruled out that children who are living in Children Homes have also been
enrolled in the school situated nearby in their villages and same are enrolled in schools situated in the
city, therefore, the Education Department along with Women and Child Development offices should
carry on joint investigation to furnish the fact so that duplicacy may be pointed out.
7.
Appropriate action should be taken against the members of the team who have not
reported properly.
8.
Owner of those Children homes which have been found without any children during
inspection should be prosecuted for the misappropriation of Government money along with districts
officers of Women and Child Development Department.
9.
Fund which has been given to these organisations should be recovered from the owner of
children homes and officers of women and child development department with interest.
10.
The State should undertake studies and conduct surveys in the district to identify the no.
of children who are orphans and need, care and protection and on the basis of reports of the survey,
permission should be granted to run Children Homes after following the due procedure of law such as
using an advertisement, fixing the criteria, scrutinizing the application by appointing a committee
etc.Permission should be given as per actual need of them.

Name of cases- Inspecting of Children Homes in Nanded District
Name of the children Home in Nanded
1

Sandhi niketan Sanstha Vadgaon Tal. Mukhed Dist Nanded sanchalit Observation home
/Children home Ganesh nagar, Nanded
2 Marathwada lokseva mandal Nerli Tal. Dist. Nanded sanchlit boys children home Nerli tal.
Dist. Nanded
3 Late. Gayabai Edu. Soc. Ekdara Tal. Dist. Nanded sanchlit boys children home Nava
Mondha Dist. Nanded
4 Shri Sevads shikshan prasarak mandal Ghandhinagar , Tal . Kandhar Dist. Nanded
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sanchalit destitute children home CIDCO Nanded.
5 Shri Dattaguru shikshan prasarak mandal Pangara , Tal Ahmadpur Dist. Latur sanchalit
Late Dagdoji Balsadan Shahunagar hadco Tal. Dist. Nanded
6 Shri Sevads shikshan prasarak mandal Ghandhinagar , Tal . Kandhar Dist. Nanded
sanchalit Ghandi balgram CIDCO Navin Nanded.
7 Gadgebaba gramin vikas pratishtan , Kandhar Dist. Nanded sanchalit niradhar nirashrit
balkashram Taroda bu Tal. Dist. Nanded
8 Abhinav Bharat bahuuddeshiya sanstha sanchlit Bhagirthi balkashram Taroda bu Tal. Dist.
Nanded
9 Matoshri Bhagirthi bahuuddeshiya sanstha sanchalit balkashram Taroda bu Tal. Dist.
Nanded
10 Jankayan bahuuddeshiya pratishtan sanchalit Lhuji Salve Niradhar Nirashrit balkashram
Ghandinagar Taroda bu Tal. Dist. Nanded
11 Shri Ganesh shikshan prasarak mandal Ahmadpur Dist latur sanchalit Mahtma Jyotiba
Phule balkashram Taroda Tal . Dist. Nanded
12 Rani Laxmibai mahila mandal Navamonda tal Dist Nanded sanachlit Pitruchaya
balkashram , Naleshwar road Hassapur Dist Nanded
13 Late Matoshri Parvatibai sevabhvi sanstha Methi Dist Latur sanchlit Shri Ganesh
balkashram Asargn Tal. Dist. Nanded.
14 Mamta mahila mandal Nanded sanchalit Mamta balkashram Vaykanteshwar , sangavi
Tal. Dist. Nanded .
15 Mahila Sevabhavi sanstha Tal. Dist. Nanded sanchalit Varsha balkashram sham nagar
Purna Ring road Nanded Tal. Dist. Nanded
16 Datta shikshan prasarak mandal Lingdala Dist. Latur sanchalit Savitribai Phule balsadan
CIDCO Tal. Dist. Nanded
17 Radhabai mahila vikas sanstha Nanded sanchalit Anadmayi balsadan , Dhanegaon Tal.
Dist. Nanded
18 Sanjay shikshan sanstha Kandhar Dist Nanded sanchalit Late Narayanrao Bhosikar
Mulanche Balgruh Panbhosi Tal. Dist. Nanded
19 Sevadas shikshan Prasarak mansal Ghandhinagar Tal. Dist. Nanded sanchalit destitute
children home –Bhavaninagar Tal. Kandhar Dist Nanded
20 Ramchandra shikshan Prasarak mandal Kandhar Dist Nanded sanchalit Sant Gadgebaba
balkashram Nava Mondha Kandhar Tal. Kandhar Dist Nanded.
21 Sanjay shikshan sanstha Kandhar Dist Nanded sanchalit Indira Gandhi balsadan Panbhosi
Tal. Dist. Nanded
22 Sevadas shikshan Prasarak mansal Ghandhinagar Tal. Dist. Nanded Ramkrishan balgram
Bijewadi Tal. Kandhar Dist Nanded
23 Shri Yogeshwar janvikas mandal Bapshetwadi Tal. Mukhed Dist Nanded, sanchalit
Mahashi Walmiki Ni.Ni. balkashram Phetvadaj mansal Ghandhinagar Tal. Dist. Nanded
24 Raja Ramchandra shikshan prasarak mandal Kandhar Dist Nanded sanchlit Sant Gadgebaba
balkashram , Nava Mondha Kandhar Tal. Kandhar Dist Nanded
25 .Gramvikas shikshan sanstha Chikhali, Tal. Kandhar Dist Nanded sanchalit Balaji Rao
Patil balkashram , near the bus stand , Kandhar Tal. Kandhar Dist Nanded
26 Vijay shikshan prasark mandal Naiknagar Nanded sanchalit Balkashram Ramanaik Thand
Tal. Kandhar Dist Nanded
27 Jay jwan Jay kisan shikshan Prasarak mandal Kandhar Dist. Nanded sanchalit Mahatma
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Ghandhi balkashram Bachoti Tal. Kandhar Dist Nanded
28 Samaj udbhodhan yuvak mandal Rui Tal. Kandhar Dist Nanded sanchalit Kishor
balkashram Kandhar Tal. Kandhar Dist Nanded
29 Arti shikshan prasarak mandal Manspuri , Tal. Kandhar Dist Nanded sanchalit Shri Laxmi
balkashram , Manspuri Tal. Kandhar Dist Nanded
30 Sarswati shikshan prasarak mandal sanchalit Simant balkashram Shirdhona Tal. Kandhar
Dist Nanded
31 Raja Ramchandra Shikshan prasark mandal Tal. Kandhar Dist Nanded sanchalit Sant
Gadgebaba blkashram Tal. Kandhar Dist Nanded
32 Gaibi Nagendra maharaj shikshan Panbhosi Tal. Kandhar Dist Nanded sanchalit Late
Vishwanathrao Patil Niradhar Nirashrit balkashram , Manspuri Tal. Kandhar Dist Nanded
33 Sanskruti sanvardhan mandal Sangroli Tal. Biloli Dist Nanded sanchalit Shri Shatrapati
Sivaji Balgruh Sagroli Tal. Dist Nanded
34 Sanskruti sanvardhan mandal Sangroli Tal. Biloli Dist Nanded sanchalit Shri Shatrapati
Anand balgram Sagroli Tal. Dist Nanded
35 Sivsai seva bhavi sanstha Adampur Tal. Biloli Dist Nanded sanchalit Biloli Dist Nanded
36 Mahatma Phule shikshan prasarak mandal Khanapur Tal. Deglur , Dist Nanded sanchalit
Pirabali balkashram Biloli Tal . Biloli Dist. Nanded
37 Veer lahuji Shikshan prasarak mandal Hipparga mal , Tal. Biloli Dist. Nanded sanchalit
Pirabai Balkashram hipparga mal Tal. Biloli Dist. Nanded
38 Shri sai sevabhavi sanstha Khatgaon Tal. Biloli Dist Nanded sanchalit Matoshri
Manjulabi balsadan Khatgaon Tal. Biloli Dist. Nanded
39 Jivan jyot shikshan mandal Sanmukhawadi Tal. Mukhed Dist Nanded sanchalit Shrikrushna
balsadan Loha Dist Nanded
40 Baliraja shikshna prasarak mandal , Penur Tal. Loha Dist Nanded , sanchalit Shashikala
Patil , Gavate balkashram, Penur Tal. Loha , Dist Nanded
41 Satyamev Jayte sevabhavi sanstha Dhoki , Dist. Nanded sanchalit Sant Eknatha
Balkashram Loha , Tal. Loha , Dist. Nanded
42 Shivshankar shikshan prasarak mandal Loha , Tal. Loha , Dist Nanded sanchalit
balkashram Malegaon , Tal. Loha Dist. Nanded
43 Late. Vanktarao Patil shikshan and gramin vikas pratishtan Loha Tal. Loha sanchalit Indira
balkashram Dongargao , Tal. Loha Dist. Nanded.
44 Late Matoshri Parvatibai sevabhavi samajik sanstha Methi Dist latur sanchalit Parvti
balsadan Loha tal. Loha Dist Nanded.
45 Eklavya magas seva samiti Mankhed Dist Latur sanchalit Sant Gadgebaba balsadan Loha
Dist Nanded
46 Eklavya magas seva samiti Mankhed Dist Latur sanchalit Sant Vitthalrao balsadan Loha
Dist Nanded
47 Jivanjyoti shikshan prasarak mandal Sanmukhawadi Tal. Mukhed Dist Nanded sanchalit
Shrikrushna balsadan Loha Dist Nanded
48 Madhumati mahila mandal Latur sanchalit Gurudev balsadan Loha
49 Balaji seva pratishtan Latur sanchalit Ramkrishna balkashram , Loha Dist Nanded
50 Vasant shikshan prasarak mandal Chavhnwadi Tal. Mukhed Dist Nanded sanchalit
Destitute children home Chavhnwadi, Tal. Mukhed
51 Sandhi niketan shikshan sanstha Vadgaon Tal. Mukhed Dist Nanded , sanchalit Tanyabai
balkashram Mukhed Dist . Nanded.
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52 Pandurang bahu-uddeshiya sevabhavi sanstha Barhali , Tal. Mukhed Dist. Nanded
sanchalit Pandurang balkashram , Bapshetwadi Tal. Mukhed, Dist Nanded
53 Vidyaratna bahu-uddeshiya sevabhavi sanstha Aswalwadi Tal. Mukhed , Dist. Nanded ,
sanchait Laxmanrao Aswale balkashram Barhali Tal. Mukhed Dist. Nanded
54 Kalptaru Yuvak mandal Sugaon, Tal. Mukhed Dist. Nanded sanchalit late Vasantarao Naik
balsadan Tal. Mukhed, Dist. Nanded
55 Narsinh shikshan prasarak mandal Motrga Tal. Mukhed Dist. Nanded
56 Samata yuvak mandal Vadgaon Tal. Mukhed Dist. Nanded , snachalit Late Mahipatirao
balsadan Barhali Tal. Mukhed , Dist Nanded
57 Vasant shikshan prasarak mandal Chavanwadi , Tal. Mukhed , Dist Nanded sanchalit
Sarswati balsadan Manjari Tal. MUkhed Dist. Nanded.
58 Vasudev Balvant Phadke gram vikas mandal Tandali , Tal. Mukhed , Dist Nanded ,
sanchalit Bapurao Patil Khatgaongavkar balsadan Tandali Tal. Mukhed Dist. Nanded
59 Vimukta Jati seva samiti Vasantnagar , Tal. Mukhed, Dist. Nanded sanchalit Yashvant
balsadan Vasantnagar Tal. Mukhed , Dist Nanded
60 Vimukta Jati seva samiti Vasantnagar , Tal. Mukhed, Dist. Nanded sanchalit Vasant
balsadan Kamlewadi 70Tal. Mukhed , Dist Nanded
61 Sant Dnyanshwar shikshan prasarak mandal Savargaon , Tal. Mukhed Dist. Nanded
sanchalit Late. Bapu balsadan Savangi , Tal. Mukhed Dist Nanded
62 Jay TuljaBhavani shikshan prasarak mandal Krishanwadi , Tal. Mukhed Dist. Nanded
sanchalit La
63 Shri Mahatma Basweshwar gramin vikas mandal Bapshetwadi Tal. Mukhed Dist. Nanded.
Sanchalit Mahatma Basweshwar Ni. Ni. Balkashram Mukradabad Tal. Mukhed , Dist.
Nanded
64 Pandurang bahu-uddeshiya sevabhavi sanstha Barhali , Tal. Mukhed Dist. Nanded
sanchalit Pandurang balkashram , Bapshetwadi Tal. Mukhed, Dist Nanded
65 Mauli shikshan sanstha Sukani , Dist Latur sanchalit Ashtvinayak Balkashram janb Tal
Mukhed Dist Nanded
66 Krushna bahuuddeshiya shikshan prasarak mandal Udgir , Dist. Latur sanchalit Gopal
balkashram Mukramabad Dist. Nanded
67 Madhav shikshan sanstha Mukhed , Dist. Nanded sanchalit Shardchandra balkashram
Betmogra Tal. Mukhed , Dist. Nanded
68 Late. Ramlingppa bahuuddeshiya shikshan sanstha sanchalit Sairam Niradhar Nirashrit
balkashram Rajura Tal. Mukhed , Dist. Nanded
69 Lokhit bahuuddeshiya shikshan sanstha Mukhed Dist. Nanded sanchalit Dattatrya
Balkashram Bajarline Mukhed Dist Nanded
70 Vimukt Jati seva samiti Vasantnagar Tal . Mukhed Dist. Nanded sanchalit Karmvir
Kishanrao Rathod balkashram Savargaon Tal. Mukhed , Dist. Nanded
71 Jay Kisan shikshan prasarak mandal Undari , Tal. Mukhed , Dist. Nanded , Sanchalit Late
Dagdoji Deshmukh balkashram Janb, Tal. Mukhed , Dist. Nanded
72 Shri sant Dnyaneshwar shikshan mandal Savargaon (p) Tal. Mukhed , Dist. Nanded
sanchalit Rashtrasant Basweshwar balkashram Sangavi Tal. Mukhed
73 Jay Kisan shikshan prasarak mandal Undri (P.M.) Tal. Mukhed , Dist. Nanded sanchalit
Sant Rashtrasant Basweshwar balkashram Sangvi Tal. Mukhed Dist. Nanded
74 Vimukt Jati seva samiti Vasantnagar Tal . Mukhed Dist. Nanded Vasant balsadan
kamalewadi Tal. Mukhed , Dist. Nanded
75 Javaharlal Neharu shikshan prasarak mandal Umardari , Tal Mukhed Dist. Nanded ,
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sanchalit Yashwantrao Chavan , balsadan Mukhed Dist. Nanded
76 Vasant shikshan prasarak mandal Tal. Mukhed Dist. Nanded sanchalit Sarswati balsadan
Manjari Tal. Mukhed Dist. Nanded.
77 Maraathwada yuva mitra mandal Chavanwadi , Tal. Mukhed Dist. Nanded
78 Jay Tuljabhavani shikshan prasarak mandal Chavhanvadi , Tal. Mukhed, Dist. Nanded
sanchalit Yashwantrao Chavan balsadan Mukhed , Dist. Nanded
79 Vimuktjati seva samiti Vasnat nagar Tal. Mukhed Dist. Nanded sanchalit balsadan
Vasantnagar Tal. Mukhed Dist.Nanded. sanchalit balsadan krishanwadi, Tal. Mukhed Dist.
Nanded
80 Almin Edu. And welfare society Mukhed Dist. Nanded, sanchalit Mohanavati balsadan
Tal. Mukhed Dist. Nanded
81 Lokhit bahuuddeshiya shikshan sanstha Dapka Raja , Tal. Mukhed, Dist. Nanded snachlit
Diganbar Patil balkashram Shrinagar Mukhed Dist. Nanded
82 Jagdanba Vidhya Prasarak mandal Bapshetwadi Tal. Mukhed, Dist. Nanded sanchalit
balkashram , Barhali
83 Rajaram Bahu . sevabhavi sanstha , Vasur , Tal. Mukhed , Dist . Nanded sanchalit
balkashram, Vasur Tal. Mukhed, Dist. Nanded
84 Vasant shikshan prasarak mandal Tal. Mukhed Dist. Nanded sanchalit destitute children
home Chavanwadi Tal. Mukhed, Dist. Nanded
85 Manav lok pragti mandal Deglur Dist. Nanded sanchalit destitute children home Bandhara,
Road, Deglur Tal. Deglur , Dist. Nanded
86 Viklang Vikas sanstha Deglur Dist. Nanded sanchalit Dist. Nanded
87 Friends Edu.and social Association Barhali Tal. Mukhed Dist. Nanded sanchalit
Madhavrav patil balkashram Sugaon Tal. Devgaon. Dist. Nanded
88 Tuljabhvani shikshan prasarak mandal , Hangaon , Tal. Deglur , Dist. Nanded, sanchalit
Madneshwar balkashram Deglur Dist. Nanded.
89 Annabhau Sathe foundation Mumbai ,sanchalit Omsai Niradhar Nirashrit balkashram
Deglur Dist. Nanded
90 Rayat pratishtan Gavandgaon , Tal. Deglur Dist. Nanded sanchalit balkashram Deglur Dist.
Nanded
91 Matoshri gramin vikas sevabhavi sanstha Hanegaon , Tal. Deglur Dist Nanded
92 Gunai shikshan prasarak mandal Kavalkhed , sanchalit Late. Subhashrao Padakthvar
balkashram , Hanegaon Deglur Dist. Nanded
93 Banjara shikshan prasarak mandal khatgaon Tanda, Deglur Dist. Nanded , sanchalit
balkashram Shilvani , Tal Deglur Dist. Nanded.
94 Sant Gadgebaba gramvikas sevabhavi sanstha , Pandunra , Tal. Bhokar Dist. Nanded
sanchalit Indira balkashram Pandurna Dist. Nanded
95 Sai Prasad gramin sevabhavi sanstha Kuntur Tanda Tal Naigaon Dist. Nanded sanchalit
Sonabai balkashram Bhokar Dist. Nanded
96 Vasantrao Naik shikshna prasarak mandal Dongargaon Tal. Jalkot Dist. Latur sanchalit
Vasantrao Naik balkashram Tal. Bhokar Dist. Nanded
97 Gramin jan vikas mandal Nanded sanchalit Shri sai balsadan Bokar Dist Nanded
98 Magasvargiya shetkari shikshan prasarak mandal Dolhari , Tal. Himayatnagar Dist.
Nanded destitute children home Himayarnagar Dist Nanded
99 Punya. Ahilyabai Holkar shikshan prasarak mandal Mukhed Dist. Nanded sanchalit Shri
Datta Hadgaon Dist Nanded
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100 Shri Jagdamba shikshan prasarak mandal Tal. Mahur Dist Nanded sanchalit Ramsing Naik
Ade balsadan Vanora Tal. Mahur Dist. Nanded
101 Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar shikshan prasark mandal Padasa, Tal. Mahur Dist. Nanded
sanchalit Panchashil Balsadan Mahul
102 Dr. B.R. Ambedkar, chembers of commerce and industries association sanchalit
Renukamata balkashram , Mahur Tal. Mahur Dist Nanded
103 Balak shikshan prasarak mandal Marwali Tanda, Tal. Naigaon Dist. Nanded Sanchalit
Rukminibai balsadan Marawali Tanda,
104 Shri krushan shikshan prasarak mandal Kuntartanda Tal. Naigaon Dist. Nanded sanchalit
Munjaji Naik balsadan Kuntartanda Tal. Naigaon Dist. Nanded
105 Shri krushan shikshan prasarak mandal Kuntartanda Tal. Naigaon Dist. Nanded sanchalit
late Devidas Pawar Balkashram Narasi Tal. Naigaon Dist. Nanded
106 Jijamata mahil o bal vikas pratishtan Kangthi , Tal. Naigaon Dist. Nanded sanchalit balsan
Naigaon Tal. Naigaon Dist. Nanded
107 Pragati shikshan sanstha Bahdarpura Kandhar Dist Nanded snachalit Late Chandrashekhar
patil balkashram Gadga Tal. Naigaon Dist. Nanded
108 Education society Nigaon, tal. Naigaon sanchalit Kalawatibai Chavan balkashram Naigaon
Tal. Naigaon Dist. Nanded
109 Gramin manv vikas mandal Degaon Tal. Naigaon Dist. Nanded sanchalit balsadan Degaon
Naigaon Tal. Naigaon Dist. Nanded
110 Balak shikshan prasarak mandal Marwali Tanda Tal. Naigaon Dist. Nanded sanchalit
Rukminibai balsadan Marawali Tanda Tal. Naigaon Dist. Nanded
111 Dr. B.R. Ambedkar, chembers of commerce and industries association sanchalit krushanai
balkashram , Gokuda Tal. Kinvat Dist Nanded
112 Late Thavara Naik seva samiti Naikngar , Nanded sanchalit Janga balkashram Tal. Kinvat
Dist Nanded
113 Jay Jagdamba shikshan prasarak mandal Nirala Tanda Tal. Kinvat Dist Nanded sanchalit
balsadan Nirala Tanda
114 Late Narbaji shikshan prasarak mandal Mudkhed Dist Nanded sanchalit ashta balkashram
Mudkhed Dist. Nanded
115 Late Sau. Sitabai samjsevi sanstha sanchalit Vithabai balkashram Mudkhed , Tal Mudkhed
Dist. Nanded
116 Swami Viveknand shikshan prasarak mandal , Barad Tal. Mudkhed Dist. Nanded sanchalit
Sai balsadan , Barad Tal. Mudkhed, Dist. Nanded
117 Taroda sevabhai sanstha Shyadri nagar Taroda Dist. Nanded sanchalit Sairam Balkashram
Ardhapur Dist. Nanded
118 Adivasi shikshan prasarak mandal Narvat, Dist. Nanded sanchalit balgruh Maligaon ,
Ardhapur Dist. Nanded
119 Minaxi Mahila mandal Tal. Dist Nanded sanchalit Suman Mulinche balgruh Ramnagar
Nanded
120 Late Gayabai edu soc. Ekdara Tal. Dist Nanded destitute children home Navamonda
Nanded
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Brief history.—The State Commission For Protection Of Child Rights has received a letter
from the Government on the 4th June 2011, to enquire into children’s homes running in the state, by
private organisations and collect records from the office of the Commissioner, Women and Child
Development, Pune, especially for those Children Homes which have been inspected, after constituting a
committee at the district levels by the respective Collectors/C.E.O.s. The State Commission for
Protection of Child Rights by issuing letter directed the Commissioner, Women and Child Development,
to submit the report along with related documents for inspections of Children Homes in the Nanded
district as done by the team constituted especially for the said purpose however; Commissioner’s office
did not give any response. Thereafter the State Commission for Protection of Child Right (herein after
called as Commission) issued a notice under Section 14(1) of Child Right Protection Act, 2005 to the
Commissioner, Women and Child Development Department after which document alongwith report of
the team, for twenty districts have been received viz for Latur, Parbhani, Jalna, Osmanabad, Buldhana,
Wardha, Yatmal, Raigad, Mumbai City, Solapur, Kolhapur, Ratnagiri, Satara, Sangli, Sindhudurg,
Nandurbar, Dhule, Ahmednagar, Akola, Yavatmal.
Accordingly the Commission has conduct the enquiry and submitted recommendation to the
Government as on dt.21/7/2012

Recommendations
Permission as granted by the Government and commissioner to run the Children Homes (in the
year 2007 and 2008 total no.98, without following due procedure of law should be cancelled.
2.
The officers who are responsible for giving permission to Children Homes without
following law of Natural Justice and due procedure of law should be held responsible and appropriate
civil and criminal procedures should be initiated against them.
3.
Children Homes mafias who are running children home should be booked under stringent
provisions of penal laws.
4.
Officers along with members and Chairman of Child Welfare Committee and owner of
organisation should be booked under various provisions of Indian Penal Code and prevention of
Corruption Act for their involvement in running of children homes against the provision of Juvenile
Justice Act and allowing children to stay in the children home, who are unfit for care and protection of
children and violating the provision of section 31,32,33 and 34 of Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection
of Children) Act.
5.
The children who are being admitted in pretext to get better education should be shifted
to the Government run hostel and if there is no sufficient hostel then Government should take
appropriate steps to accommodate them and if there is a school nearby in their village, then as mentioned
in Right to Education Act they should be shifted to those schools with assurance of quality education.
6.
It may not be ruled out that children who are living in Children Homes have also been
enrolled in the school situated nearby in their villages and same are enrolled in schools situated in the
city, therefore, the Education Department along with Women and Child Development offices should
carry on joint investigation to furnish the fact so that duplicacy may be pointed out.
7.
Fund which has been given to these organisations should be recovered from the owner of
children homes and officers of Women and Child Development Department with interest.
8.
The State should undertake studies and conduct surveys in the district to identify the no.
of children who are orphans and need, care and protection and on the basis of reports of the survey,
permission should be granted to run Children Homes after following the due procedure of law such as
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using an advertisement, fixing the criteria, scrutinizing the application by appointing a committee etc.
Permission should be given as per actual need of them.

Name of cases- Inspecting of Children Homes in Beed District
Name of the children Home in Beed
1 Adhikshak Shasakiya Nirishangruh, Beed
2 Shree Jagadamba mahila bal & apang kalyan mandal sanchalit kanishtha / varishtha
balgruh, Ganesh nagar, Beed
3 Maharashtra Sevabhavi sanstha, Beed sanchalit, vaibhav balgruh, neknur, taluka Beed
4 Ashwaling sevabhavi sanstha palavan sanchalit, balakashram, palavan road, Beed
5 Gramin vikas mahila bahuuddeshiya sevabhavi sanstha Nathapur sanchalit, balakashram,
Nathapur, District Beed
6 Yogeshwar bahuuddeshiya sevabhavi sanstha beed sanchalit, Mother Teresa Balakashram,
Ukhanda fata, chahata, Taluka Beed
7 Sant Ravidas Sevabhavi sanstha sanchalit, Balsadan Shivajinagar, Beed
8 Sudhakarraoji Naik magasvargiya samajkalyan mandal sanchalit, Balsadan, Bhirwadi,
Taluka Beed
9 Parivartan sevabhavi sanstha, neknur sanchalit, sarthak balakashram, neknur, taluka Beed
10 Raje Chatrapati G.V.Bahuuddeshiya sevabhavi sanstha palavan district beed sanchalit,
Harshavardhan Balakashram, Dhanora Road, Beed
11 Shri Chatrapati Shahu maharaj magasvargiya mahila bahuuddeshiya sevabhavi sanstha,
Beed sanchalit, Shahu Balakashram, Palavan Chowk, Beed
12 Shri Swami Samartha shikshan & prashikshan sanstha, beed sanchalit, swami samarth
balakashram, panchasheel nagar, juna dhanora road, Beed
13 Shri Gurumauli bahuuddeshiya sevabhavi sanstha Beed sanchalit Mauli Balakashram,
behind S.T.stand, Chousala, Taluka Beed
14 Jai Mataji Bahuuddeshiya sevabhavi sanstha sanchalit Late Hanumantrao Pusarekar
Balakashram, Dhanora Road, Beed
15 Saraswati Mahila Sevabhavi sanstha been sanchalit Mrs.C.B.Jadhav balakashram, Ambika
Chowk, Beed
16 Ashwaling sevabhavi sanstha palavan sanch, balakashram beleshwar (belgaon), Taluka
Beed
17 Matsyagandha Bahuuddeshiya sevabhavi sanstha Beed sanchalit Balakashram, Dhanora
Road, Beed
18 Harishchandra vyamshala & krida mandal sanchalit tanay balakashram, kalika nagar,
charhata phata, Taluka Beed
19 Bandhubhav shikshan prasarak mandal Nanded sanchalit Anand Balakashram, Mitra
Nagar, Beed
20 Shree Sadguru Banjara sevasanch Antharvanpinpri tanda, Taluka Beed
21 Jijamata Mahila Sevabhavi sanstha vangi sanchalit swami nirmalnath balakashram, vangi,
Taluka Beed
22 Aannabhau shikshan prasarak mandal Beed sanchalit Sunita tai Pavar balakashram, near
Sarswati school, panchasheel nagar, Beed
23 Devdatta sevabhavi sanstha, Beed sanchalit balakashram, behind Audyogic prashikshan
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sanstha, Beed
24 Mauli University Beed sanchalit balakashram M.I.D.C., Beed
25 Savitri Bahuuddeshiya sevabhavi sanstha kukuudgaon sanchalit balakashram Ambikanagar
Palavan road, Beed
26 Yashwant Gram Pratishthan sanchalit balkashram, panchasheel nagar, old dhanora road,
Beed Taluka Beed
27 Vasundhara Sevabhavi sanstha, Ambajogai sanchalit Girls Observation Home, Chanai
Road, Ambajogai, Beed
28 Vasundhara Seva Pratishthan Ambajogai sanchalit Balgruh, Chanai Road, Ambajogai,
Beed.
29 Saraswati Mahila Pratishthan, Renapur sanchalit Kausalya Balakashram, Berdapur, Taluka
Ambajogai, District Beed.
30 Shantiniketan sanstha, Latur sanchalit sant Dnyaneshwar Balakashram, Parali Road,
Ambajogai, Beed
31 Shri Davaneshwar Shikshan Prasara Mandal sanchalit Shree Ram Balakashram, Nirpana,
Taluka Ambajogai, District Beed
32 Balaji Shikshan Prasarak Mandal Ambajogai sanchalit Manav Vikas Balsadan,
Guruvarpeth, Ambajogai, District Beed
33 Sharada Niketan Shikshan Prasarak Mandal sanchalit Balsadan, Guruvarpeth, Ambajogai,
District Beed
34 Vasundhara Seva Pratishthan, Ambajogai sanchalit Balsadan Chanai Road, Ambajogai,
District Beed
35 Saraswati Mahila Pratishthan Renapur sanchalit Kausalya Balakashram Berdapur, District
Ambajogai
36 Shantiniketan sanstha Latur sanchalit sand Dnyaneshwar Balakashram Parali Road,
Ambajogai
37 Swami Dyanand Saraswati Sevabhavi sanstha Hingoli sanchalit Balakashram Ghantadur,
Taluka Ambajogai, District Beed
38 Shree Mahalingeshwar Shikshan sanstha Berdapur sanchalit Balakashram, Berdapur,
Taluka Ambajogai, Beed
39 Vaidyanath Bahuuddeshiya shikshan sanstha Latur sanchalit Balakashram, Sant Bhagavan
Baba Chowk, Parali Road, Ambajogai, District Beed
40 Samitra Education Society, Udgir, District Latur sanchalit Dr.Radhakrishna Balakashram,
Near Kholeshwar school, Ambajogai, District Beed
41 Shri Davaneshwar Shikshan Prasarak mandal, Davangaon sanchalit Shree Ram Balsadan
Nirapana, Taluka Ambajogai, District Beed
42 Yashodeep Gramin Vikas Shikshan Prasarak Mandal sanchalit Balakashram, Ambajogai,
District Beed

43 Dnyansanskruti Mahila Pratishthan sanchalit Lavanya Balakashram Poos, Taluka
Ambajogai, District Beed
44 Maher Bahuuddeshiya Mahila Mandal Vasant Nagar, Latur sachalit Adhar Balakashram,
Talegaon Ghat, Taluka Ambajogai, District Beed
45 Shree Ram Bahuuddeshiya Sebhabhavi sanstha, Kharosa sanchalit Ambikamata
Balakashram, Guruvar Peth, Ambajogai, District Beed
46 Balaji Shikshan Prasarak Mandal, Ambajogai Sanchalit Manav Vikas Balsadan, Guruvar
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Peth, Ambajogai, District Beed
47 Chatrapati Shahu Maharaj Pratishthan sanchalit Chatrapati Shahu Maharaj Balsadan,
Morevadi, Taluka Ambajogai, district Beed
48 Lokkalyan Samajik Sanstha, Vimukta Nagar, Latur sanchalit Rukmini Balsadan, Saigaon,
Taluka Ambajogai, District Beed
49 Siddhanath Samajik Sanstha, Latur Sanchalit Jyoti Balsadan, Morevadi, Ambajogai,
District Beed
50 Shree Sai Sevabhavi sanstha sanchalit Sukeshini Balsadan, Bankatchowk, Ambajogai,
District Beed
51 Madhumati Mahila Mandal, Latur sanchalit Late Bhagubai Balsadan Ambajagai, Bankat
Galli, Ambajogai, District Beed
52 Rani Laxmibai Mahila Mandal Lingadal sanchali sant Dnyaneshwari Balsadan, Ambajogai,
District Beed
53 Mrs. Gunabai Gramin, shikshan prasarak manda, Ramprasad balakashram, Ambajogai,
District Beed
54 Mrs. Gunabai Gramin Shikshan Prasarak Mandal sanchalit Sant Dhurabai Balgruh, Shankar
Parvati Nagar, parali
55 Mrs. Gunabai Gramin Shikshan Prasarak Mandal sanchalit Sant Dhurabai Balakashram,
parali
56 Pragati Sevabhavi sanstha, Dharmapuri sanchalit Parmavati Balakashram Dharmapuri,
Taluka Parali
57 Kanifnath Gramin Vikas Sanstha sanchalit Dnyaneshwari Balakashram, Parali
58 Maharashtra Vimukta Jati shikshan prasarak mandal sanchalit Balakashram, Daravati Road,
Parali
59 Akhil Bharatiya Sanskrut Pracharini Sanstha, Krishnanagar Parali sanchalit Vaidyanath
Balakashram Sirsala Road, Revalipati, Taluka Parali, District Beed
60 Sonali Gramin Vikas Sevabhavi sanstha sanchalit Shree Gurudatta Balakashram Sirsala,
Taluka Parali, District Beed
61 Mrs. Gunabai Gramin shikshan prasarak mandal sanchalit sant Dhurabai Balsadan, Parali
62 Mrs. Gunabai Gramin shikshan prasarak mandal sanchalit sant Dhurabai Balsadan, Parali
63 Kanifnath Gramin Vikas Sanstha sanchalit Bhagawan Balsadan Shankar Parvati Nagar,
Parali
64 Kanifnath Gramin Vikas Sanstha sanchalit Bhagawan Balsadan, Parali
65 Maharashtra Vimukta Jati shikshan prasarak mandal sanchalit Late Vasantrao Naik,
Balsadan, Daravati Road, Parali
66 Pragati Sevabhavi Sanstha Dharmapuri sanchalit Shree Gurumahalingeshwar Balsadan
Dharmapuri, Taluka Parali
67 Akhil Bharatiya Sanskrut Pracharini Shikshan Sanstha Parali sanchalit Vaidyanath
Balakashram Girls school Road, Krishnanagar, Parli, Beed
68 Vaidyanath Bahuuddeshiya Janakalyan Shikshan Sanstha, Latur sanchalit Shree Nivas
Balakashram, Krishnagar, Parali, Beed
69 Jeevan Dhara Sevabhavi Sanstha Parali sanchalit Shanker Bapu Balakashram Tokwadi,
Taluka Parali, Beed
70 Vasant Rao Naik Bahuuddeshiya Sevabhavi sanstha vasant nagar sanchalit balakashram,
Kaudgaon, Huda, Parali
71 Karuna Shikshan Sanstha Vadgaon dadahari sanchalit shree sanchareshwar balakashram
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vadagaon Taluka Parali, Beed
72 Sevadas Shikshan Prasarak Mandal Mohdara Tanda, Taluka Parali, sanchalit Sanjivani
Balakashram Lendevadi, Parali, Beed
73 Jai Bhavani Bahuuddeshiya shikshan prasarak sevabhavi prathishthan mandal, Rampur
gutti, Taluka Jalkot sanchalit Muktabai Balsadan, Sirsala, Taluka Parali, Beed
74 Vaidyanath Bahuuddeshiya Janakalyan Shikshan Sanstha Latur sanchalit Balsadan Sirsala
Road, Ravalipati, Parali, Beed
75 Amarnath Bahuuddeshiya Shikshan Sanstha Latur sanchalit Balsadan Ladzari, Parali, Beed
76 Shreenath Manav Seva Mandal sanchalit Indira Balsadan Nathra, Parali, Beed
77 Sonali Gram Vikas Sanstha sanchalit Balakashram, Basaveshwar Colony, Parali, Beed
78 Shahid Bagatsingh Gramvikas Sanstha sanchalit Shree Yogeshwar Balgruh, Tambadevasti,
Kej, Beed
79 Gramlok Samaj Vikas Mandal Umarga Court sanchalit Pandurang Balakashram, Main
Road, Kej, Beed
80 Zunjar Bahuuddeshiya Shikshan Sanstha Parali sanchalit Jijau Balakashram, Manin Road,
Kej, Beed
81 Shahid Bagatsingh Gram Vikas Mandal sanchalit Balakashram, Tambadevasti Nandurghat,
Kej, Beed
82 Gram Vikas Samiti, Javalban sanchalit Balakashram, Taluka Kej, Beed
83 Bharatiya Gramin Vikas Sanstha Nandurghat sanchalit Sai Samarth Balsadan,
Tambadevasti, Kej, Beed
84 Veer Hanuman Shikshan Sanstha Sarani sanchalit Vyankatesh Balsadan Sarani Anandgaon,
Kej, Beed
85 Mauli Vidyapith Kej sanchalit Balsadan, Mangvadgaon, Kej, Beed
86 Ishwar Shikshan Prasarak Mandal, Ganjpur sanchalit Jeevan Shikshan Balakashram,
Mainroad, Kej, Beed
87 Trimurti Bahuuddeshiya Sarvangin vikas sanstha nilanga sanchalit Shree Vithumauli
Balakashram, Boregaon, Kej, Beed
88 Gramlok Samaj Vikas Mandal Umargaon Court sanchalit Panudrang Balakashram, Main
Road, Kej, Beed
89 Bharatiya Gramin Vikas sanstha Nandurghat sanchalit Sai Samarth Balsadan,
Tambadevasti, Kej, Beed
90 Shahid Bhagatsingh Gram Vikas Mandal, Shiroor Ghat sanchalit Shree Ganesh balsadan
Tambadevasti, Shiroor Ghat, Kej, Beed
91 Dnyanraj Bahuuddeshiya Mahila Mandal, Kej sanchalit Balsadan, Javalban, Kej, Beed
92 Veer Hanuman Shikshan Sanstha Sarani sanchalit Rajlaxmi Balsadan Sarani (Anandgaon),
Kej, Beed
93 Yuvagram Vikas Pratishthan sanchalit Balakashram, Kalamb Road, Kej, Beed
94 Vasundhara Seva Pratishthan Ambejogai sanchalit balakashram, Kej, Beed
95 Vijayalaxmi Mahila Sevabhavi sanstha Beed sanchalit, Talvada, Gevrai, Beed
96 Maharashtra Sevabhavi Sanstha Beed sanchalit Balakashram Gevrai, Beed
97 Late Vanchalabai Ghumare Shikshan Prasarak Mandal Pargaon Ghumara sanchalit
Godavari Balakashram Gevrai, Beed
98 Kanifnath Shikshan Prasarak & Sevabhavi Sanstha Pachegaon sanchalit Tirupati
Balakashram Jategaon, Gevarai, Beed
99 Chatrapati Sevabhavi Sanstha Talavada sanchalit Balakashram Talvada, Gevrai, Beed
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100 Priyanka Bahuuddeshiya Sevabhavi sanstha Pachegaon sanchalit Jagadamba Balakashram,
Talvat Boregaon, Gevrai, Beed
101 Gorakshanath Shikshan Prasarak Mandal Pachegaon sanchalit Balsadan Pachegaon, Gevrai,
Beed
102 Samkimata Shikshan Prasarak & Mahila mandal sanstha sanchalit Tirupati Balsadan,
Umapur, Gevrai, Beed
103 Tirumala Bahuuddeshiya Shikshan Prasarak Mandal Pachegaon sanchalit Balsadan, Gevrai,
Beed
104 Mauli Shikshan Prasarak Mandal Songaon sanchalit Shree Nagadnarayan Balakashram,
Shree Kshredra Narayangad, Shiroor, Beed
105 Jyotiba Shikshan Prasarak Mandal Beed sanchalit Sangopand Balakashram, Shiroor, Beed
106 Dnyandeep Shikshan Sanstha sanchalit Induvasinidevi boys-girls anathalaya, pimplener,
shiroor, Beed
107 Jagadamba Mahila Bal and Apand Kalyan Mandal sanchalit Dhoumyarishi Balakashram,
Ghogaspargaon, Shiroor, Beed
108 Ugantar Pratishthan Beed sanchalit Balakashram Tintarvani, Shiroor, Beed
109 Shivshankar Mahila Sevabhavi sanstha Tembhurni sanchalit Bhagwanbaba Balakashram,
Shiroor, Beed
110 Utkarsh Sevabhavi Sanstha sanchalit Balsadan, Shiroor, Beed
111 Janarth Shikshan Prasarak Mandal sanchalit Balgruh Kesapuri Camp Majalgaon, Beed
112 Samaj Prabodhan Pratishthan Krishna Nagar Parali sanchalit Balakashram, Majalgaon,
Beed
113 Jagadamba Shikshan Prasarak Mandal sanchalit Indira Balakashram, Majalgaon, Beed
114 Matoshree Ramabai Ambedkar Shikshan Prasarak Mandal, Majalgaon sanchalit
Balakashram Kitti, Adgaon, Majalgaon, Beed
115 Jai Sevalal Sanstha Ashramshala Takarvan sanchalit Aarti Balakashram Bramhagaon,
Majalgaon, Beed
116 Shivshankar Shikshan Sevabhavi sanstha, Beed sanchalit Balsadan Varola, Majalgaon,
Beed
117 Shree Sai Samarth Bahuuddeshiya Sevabhavi sanstha sanchalit Sai Samarth Balsadan,
Dharur, Beed
118 Ahilyabai Holkar Mahila Pratishthan sanchalit Balakashram Dharur, Beed
119 Ishwar Shikshan Prasarak Mandal Ganjpur sanchalit Jeevan Shikshan Balakashram
Ganjpur, Dharur, Beed
120 Shivshakti Shikshan Prasarak mandal sanchalit Dattadraya Balsadan Kasaba vibhag,
Dharur, Beed
121 Chatrapati Shahu Maharaj Bahuuddeshiya Sevabhavi Sanstha and Shikshan Manda, Aashti
sanchalit Naveen Sai Balsadan, Aashti, Beed
122 Chatrapati Shahu Maharaj Bahuuddeshiya Sevabhavi Sanstha and Shikshan Manda, Aashti
sanchalit Sai Balsadan, Aashti, Beed
123 Jai Malhar Sevabhavi sanstha, Daskhed sanchalit Late Babasaheb Ravnal Balakashram
Daskhed, Patoda, Beed
124 Chaundeshwari Sevabhavi sanstha, Vadavani sanchalit samarth balakashram vadavani,
Beed
125 Chaundeshwari Sevabhavi sanstha, vadavani sanchalit Aam Sai Balsadan, Vadavani, Beed
Brief history.—The State Commission For Protection Of Child Rights has received a letter
from the Government on the 4th June 2011, to enquire into children’s homes running in the state, by
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private organisations and collect records from the office of the Commissioner, Women and Child
Development, Pune, especially for those Children Homes which have been inspected, after constituting a
committee at the district levels by the respective Collectors/C.E.O.s. The State Commission for
Protection of Child Rights by issuing letter directed the Commissioner, Women and Child Development,
to submit the report along with related documents for inspections of Children Homes in the Beed district
as done by the team constituted especially for the said purpose however, Commissioner’s office did not
give any response. Thereafter the State Commission for Protection of Child Right (herein after called as
Commission) issued notice under Section 14(1) of Child Right Protection Act, 2005 to the
Commissioner, Women and Child Development Department after which document alongwith report of
the team, for twenty districts have been received viz for Latur, Parbhani, Jalna, Osmanabad, Buldhana,
Wardha, Yatmal, Raigad, Mumbai City, Solapur, Kolhapur, Ratnagiri, Satara, Sangli, Sindhudurg,
Nandurbar, Dhule, Ahmednagar, Akola, Yavatmal.
Accordingly the Commission has conduct yje enquiry and submitted recommendation to the
Government as on dt.6/7/2012

Recommendation
1.
Permission as granted by the Government and commissioner to run the Children Homes
(in the year 2007 and 2008 total no.101) without following due procedure of law should be cancelled.
2.
The officers who are responsible for giving permission to Children Homes without
following law of Natural Justice and due procedure of law should be held responsible and appropriate
civil and criminal procedures should be initiated against them.
3.
Children Homes mafias who are running children home should be booked under stringent
provisions of penal laws.
4.
Officers along with members and Chairman of Child Welfare Committee and owner of
organisation should be booked under various provisions of Indian Penal Code and Prevention
Corruption Act for their involvement in running of children homes against the provision of Juvenile
Justice Act and allowing children to stay in the children home, who are unfit for care and protection of
children and violating the provision of section 31,32,33 and 34 of Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection
of Children) Act.
5.
The children who are being admitted in pretext to get better education should be shifted
to the Government run hostel and if there is no sufficient hostel then Government should take
appropriate steps to accommodate them and if there is a school nearby in their village, then as mentioned
in Right to Education Act they should be shifted to those schools with assurance of quality education.
6.
It may not be ruled out that children who are living in Children Homes have also been
enrolled in the school situated nearby in their villages and same are enrolled in schools situated in the
city, therefore, the Education Department along with Women and Child Development offices should
carry on joint investigation to furnish the fact so that duplicacy may be pointed out.
7.
Fund which have been given to these organisations should be recovered from the owner
of children homes and officers of women and child development with interest.
8.
The State should undertake studies and conduct surveys in the district to identify the no.
of children who are orphans and need, care and protection and on the basis of reports of the survey,
permission should be granted to run Children Homes after following the due procedure of law such as
using an advertisement, fixing the criteria, scrutinizing the application by appointing a committee
etc.Permission should be given as per actual need of them.
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Name of cases- Inspecting of Children Homes in Parbhani District
Name of the children Home in Parbhani
1 Lakshmi Pratishthan sanchlit mulance nirikshan gruh karegaon road samzota colony,
parbhani
2 Shasakiy mulanche balgruh, shivgad building, rajendra giri nagar, parbhani
3 Mata Jijai bahuuddeshiya vikas mahila mandal, parbhani dvara sanchalit tirupati balakashram
langot galli, near gandhi vidyalay, parbhani
4 Shri Baba Education Society chincholirao, Taluka, district Latur dvara sanchalit turabat
balakashram yusuf colony, parbhani, district parbhani
5 Savalishwari Mahila & Bal Vikas sanstha parbhani dvarya sanchalit Sagar Balakashram
Arogya Society, opposite Sant Tukaram Mahavidyalaya, parbhani
6 Laxmi Latpate shikshan prasarak mandal sanchlit vedant balakashram, behind old Circuit
house, jintur road, parbhani
7 Mata Jijai bahuuddeshiya vikas mahila mandal, parbhani sanchalit Jijai Anathalaya, langot
galli, near gandhi vidyalay, parbhani
8 Bhavana Education Society, Latur sanchalit Shri Shankarao Balsadan, behind old R.T.O.
office, Parbhani
9 Satyamev Jayte Sevabhavi sanstha, Thoki, District Osmanabad sanchalit Bhavana Balsadan,
Parbhani
10 Cosmopolitan Education and welfare society, parbhani sanchlit Queen’s Balakashram,
Parbhani (Not working)
11 Manav Jeevan vikas prathishthan, Latur sanchlit Mahadev Balsadan, Near flyover bridge,
parbhani
12 Madhumati Mahila Mandal, Latur sanchalit Kishanrao Balsadan, opposite Bhalerao
Complex, vasmat road, parbhani
13 Jijai bahuuddeshiya mahila mandal, bhuktevadi sanchalit Manish Balsadan, vasmat road,
Bhalerao Complex, parbhani
14 Jijai bahuuddeshiya mahila mandal, bhuktevadi sanchalit Shri Sai Balakashram, opposite
Bhalerao Complex, vasmat road, parbhani
15 Jyotiba Sevabhavi mandal Nandgao / Javjal / taluka district Parbhani sanchalit Balsadan (not
working)
16 Beleshwar shikshan prasarak mandal, padegaon sanchalit balsadan, padegaon, district
parbhani (not working)
17 Archana magasvargiya mahila vikas pratishthan sanchlit balgruh balakashram parbhani
18 Sfurti sevabahavi sanstha sanchlit sfurti balakashram, zari, taluka parbhani (not working)
19 Jyotiba Sevabhavi mandal Nandgao / Javjal / sanchlit jyotiba balakashram, Parbhani
20 Beldar samaj seva mandal, parbhani sanchalit ratan balgruh, ajam colony darga road,
parbhani
21 Savitribai fule magasvargiya s.p.m. sanchali pallavi balsadan lahuji nagar, parbhani
22 Nari Vikas Mahila Mandal, Parbhani sanchlit Jeevan Rekha boys and girls, AIDS infected
balgruh, Inayat mohalla, Near Mitti ka sher, Parbhani
23 Bhartiya Banjara shikshan prasarak mandal sanchalit balakashram vyankatesh nagar, ambore
nivas, gangakhed, district parbhani
24 Gramin Mahila Bahuuddeshiya sevabhavi sanstha, Undri, taluka mukhed, disrict nanded
sanchalit Vaishnavi girls balakashram, Murkute Galli, Near Datta Mandir, Gangakhed
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25 Shri Ram Bahuuddeshiya sevabhavi sanstha Kharosa sanchlit sant Janabai Balakashram, Parli
Road, Shivaji Nagar, Gangakhed, district Parbhani
26 Rani Laxmibai Mahila mandal, Lingdal, Taluka Ahmedpur sanchlit Dhananjai Balakashram,
Palam Road Vitthal Nagar, Gangakhed, district Parbhani
27 Narsinh Jankalyan sevabhavi sanstha sanchlit Sakshi Balsadan, Krantinagar, Gangakhed,
district Parbhani
28 Shri Ram Jankalyan sevabhai sanstha sindagi sanchalit Vithoba balsadan, Palam Road, beside
Datta Mandir, district Parbhani
29 Bhartiya Dnyan Vidnyan and sanskar sanstha vanjorvadi sanchlit sarswati balakashram,
mamta colony, gangakhed, district parbhani
30 Samta Sanjivali Bahuuddeshiya shikshan prasarak mandal, Tirupati sanchalit, shri
Vyankatesh Balakashram Yogeshwari Nagar, Doctor Lane, Ganga
31 Jai Kisan shikshan prasarak mandal, undri, taluka mukhed, district nanded sachalit
Marathavada Balakashram Pangari, taluka Gangakhed, Parbhani
32 Jai Kisan shikshan prasarak mandal, undri, taluka mukhed, district nanded sachalit
Maharashtra Balakashram, Mannat Nagar, opposite chate coaching classes, Gangakhed,
Parbhani
33 Dnyaneshwar shikshan prasarak mandal, khadi sanchlit late shantabai Balsadan
Ranisavargaon road, opposite Datta Mandir, Gangakhed, Parbhani
34 Balaji Seva Pratishthan Gudsur sanchalit Vasantrao Balakashram, Shani Maruti Road,
opposite Railway station, Gangakhed, Parbhani
35 Gramin Mahila Bahuuddeshiya sanstha, Undri, taluka Mukhed, district Nanded sanchalit sant
Gadgebaba balakashram , savargaon, taluka gangakhed
36 Baliraja shikshan sanstha, parbhani balakashram sanchalit kalpana chavala girls balakashram,
near mamata school, baliraja colony, gangakhed
37 Sevalal shikshan prasarak mandal sanchalit balakashram, pandharagaon, tanda, devnagar,
tanda, taluka gangakhed, district parbhani
38 Swami Vivekanand shikshan prasarak mandal, nayagaon, sanchalit sambhaji balakashram,
rani savargaon, taluka gangakhed, district parbhani
39 Bhartiya Banjara Shikshan Prasarak Mandal sanchalit Balakashram Vyankatesh Nagar,
Ambhore Nivas, Gangakhed, District Parbhani
40 Ajinkya Shikshan sanstha, Latur sanchalit prastavit Ajinkya Balsadan, Gangakhed, Taluka
Gangakhed, District Parbhani (Not working)
41 Late Janabai Chavan A.S.P. Shivaji Nagar sanchalit Mother Teresa Balakashram Shivaji
Nagar, Gangakhed, Taluka Gangakhed
42 Krushipural Udyog & shikshan vikas sanstha jintur sanchalit shree Krishna balakashram,
mondha road, Jintur, District Parbhani
43 Bhagvan Baba Jivandhara Prathishtran, Dhamdham, Taluka Jintur, District parbhani sanchalit
Bhagwan Baba balakashram, Yaldari Road, Jintur, Parbhani
44 Rutika Organisation Hoom maji vidyardhi punarvasan samiti sanchali Mayur Balakashram,
Bori, Taluka Jintur, Parbhani (Not working)
45 Late Vamanrao Boldikar Seva sanstha, Jintur, Parbhani sanchalit balakashram, Muda, Taluka
Jintur
46 Sanjay Gandhi s.p.m. Pimplegaon kajale sanchalit sanjay gandhi balgruh, banjara colony,
near Z.P.school, Jintur, Taluka Jintur, Parbhani
47 Shree Ram Bahuuddeshiya sevabhavi sanstha dvara rajashree shahu balakashram pimplgaon
road, palam, parbhani
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48 Datta shikshan prasarak mandal lingdal sanchalit Jijamata balsadan phala, farkanda road,
behind sirsakar complex, palam, parbhani
49 Youth child and cultural organization sanchalit sant Tukaram balakashram loha road,
lase building, palam, parbhani
50 Subhashrao Patil pratishthan chikhali, taluka kandhar district nanded sanchalit balakashram
gangakhed road, old panchayat samiti, palam, parbhani
51 Jai kisan shikshan prasarak mandal, undri, taluka mukhed, district nanded sanchalit
Bharatmata Balakashram Kokate nagar, tukaram patil building, palam, parbhani
52 Shivniketan Mahila vikas sevabhavi sanstha banvas sanchalit Adhar balakashram, banvas,
palam, parbhani
53 Bhartiya banjara shikshan prasarak mandal sanchalit balakashram peth, pimplegaon road,
bane nivas, palam, parbhani
54 Samajik Arthik Vikas sanstha, kervadi sanchalit D.C.H.Kervadi, Palam
55 Aadi Mahila Vikas Mandal Poorna sanchalit Eklavya balakashram, Adarsha colony, Valmiki
Nivas Poorna, taluka poorna, parbhani
56 Chatrapati Shahu Maharaj shaikshanik sanstha sanchalit Ahilyadevi balakashram, Tadkalas,
taluka Poorna, Parbhani (not working)
57 Shamrao Patil Memorial Education society sanchalit Rukmini Balakaram, chudava, poorna,
parbhani (not working)
58 Jachaitaya mandal, Dhanora, Taluka Loha, District nanded sanchalit Balakashram tadkalas,
Taluka Poorna, Parbhani
59 Ganga s.p.m. Dhanagar Takali sanchalit late Kouroji patil balgruh, Takali, Taluka Poorna,
Parbhani
60 Ganga s.p.m. Dhanagar Takali sanchalit late Kouroji patil balsadan, Takali, Taluka Poorna,
Parbhani
61 Godavari Pratishthan Poorna sanchalit kauroji patil balakashram dhanagar, Takali, taluka
Poorna
62 Bhartiya Banjara Shikshan Prasarak Mandal sanchalit balakashram Avati Nivas, Shirsala,
Sonpeth, Parbhani
63 Sheetal Pratishthan Balakashram, Sonpeth, Parbhani (not working)
64 Swami Ramanand Tirth shikshan p. mandal & bahuuddeshiya sevabhavi sanstha, Ambajogai,
Beed sanchalit Mahatma Phule niyojit balakashram, vita road, Ganesh nagar, sonpeth,
parbhani
65 Sheetal Pratishthan sanchalit balakashram, kindol, taluka sonpeth (not working)
66 Late Janabai Chavan, a.s.p. shivaji nagar sanchalit matruchaya balakashram, vita road,
sonpeth, taluka sonpeth
67 Jai Malhar Sevabhavi sanstha, daskheda, Taluka Patodha, Beed sanchalit Shri Sai Samathra
Balakashram, Near old bus stand, manavat, parbhani
68 Jai Malhar Bahuuddeshiya shikshan prasarak mandal, Islampoor, Udgir, Latur sanchalit
Saibaba balakashram, manavat, parbhani/extended (not working)
69 Prayagmai bahuuddeshiya samaj jagruti sanstha sanchalit Raosaheb patil Paul balakashram,
Netaji subhash colony, behind government rest house, Pathari, parbhani
70 Chatrapati Shivaji Maharaj Sevabhavi sanstha, Murumkhed, Jintur sanchalit chatrapati
balsadan, pathari (not working)
71 Gram vikas samajik arthik sanskruti yuvak savabhavi sanstha sanchalit balakashram hasmukh
colany, selu, parbhani
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Brief history.—The State Commission For Protection Of Child Rights has received a letter
from the Government on the 4th June 2011, to enquire into children’s homes running in the state, by
private organisations and collect records from the office of the Commissioner, Women and Child
Development, Pune, especially for those Children Homes which have been inspected, after constituting a
committee at the district levels by the respective Collectors/C.E.O.s. The State Commission for
Protection of Child Rights by issuing letter directed the Commissioner, Women and Child Development,
to submit the report along with related documents for inspections of Children Homes in the Parbhani
district as done by the team constituted especially for the said purpose however; Commissioner’s office
did not give any response. Thereafter the State Commission for Protection of Child Right (herein after
called as Commission) issued a notice under Section 14(1) of Child Right Protection Act, 2005 to the
Commissioner, Women and Child Development Department after which document alongwith report of
the team, for twenty districts have been received viz for Latur, Parbhani, Jalna, Osmanabad, Buldhana,
Wardha, Yatmal, Raigad, Mumbai City, Solapur, Kolhapur, Ratnagiri, Satara, Sangli, Sindhudurg,
Nandurbar, Dhule, Ahmednagar, Akola, Yavatmal.
Accordingly the Commission has conduct yje enquiry and submitted recommendation to the
Government as on dt.10/7/2012

Recommendations
1.
Permission as granted by the Government and commissioner to run the Children Homes
(in the year 2007 and 2008 total no.60) without following due procedure of law should be cancelled.
2.
The officers who are responsible for giving permission to Children Homes without
following law of Natural Justice and due procedure of law should be held responsible and appropriate
civil and criminal procedures should be initiated against them.
3.
Children Homes mafias who are running children home should be booked under stringent
provisions of penal laws.
4.
Officers along with members and Chairman of Child Welfare Committee and owner of
organisation should be booked under various provisions of Indian Penal Code and Prevention of
Corruption Act for their involvement in running of children homes against the provision of Juvenile
Justice Act and allowing children to stay in the children home, who are unfit for care and protection of
children and violating the provision of section 31,32,33 and 34 of Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection
of Children) Act.
5.
Children Homes run in Yashomangal Karyalaya and mentioned in serial no.12,13,14 in
para 3 should be closed immediately. Similarly other two children home as mentioned in serial no. 3,4,9
and 11 in para 3 should also be closed immediately and action should be taken against district Women
and Child Development Officer and other district officers who fail to fulfil their statutory duty and
owner of the Children Homes (here all trustees of the society / trust) should be booked under the various
provision of Indian Penal Code and Juvenile Justice Act on account of fraud and misappropriation of
Government fund by misusing their power.
6.
The children who are being admitted in pretext to get better education should be shifted
to the Government run hostel and if there is no sufficient hostel then Government should take
appropriate steps to accommodate them and if there is a school nearby in their village, then as mentioned
in Right to Education Act they should be shifted to those schools with assurance of quality education.
7.
It may not be ruled out that children who are living in Children Homes have also been
enrolled in the school situated nearby in their villages and same are enrolled in schools situated in the
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city, therefore, the Education Department along with Women and Child Development offices should
carry on joint investigation to furnish the fact so that duplicacy may be pointed out.
8.
Appropriate action should be taken against the members of the team who have not
reported properly.
9.
Owner of those Children homes which have been found without any children during
inspection should be prosecuted for the misappropriation of Government money along with districts
officers of Women and Child Development Department.
10.
Fund which has been given to these organisations should be recovered from the owner of
children homes and officers of women and child development with interest.
11.
The State should undertake studies and conduct surveys in the district to identify the no.
of children who are orphans and need, care and protection and on the basis of reports of the survey,
permission should be granted to run Children Homes after following the due procedure of law such as
using an advertisement, fixing the criteria, scrutinizing the application by appointing a committee etc.
Permission should be given as per actual need of them.

Name of cases -Matter of ‘SARVODAY BALSADAN”Nagpur
Brief history.—Complainant Mr. Tulsidas Tukaram Atakar has filed this complaint against
Sarvodaya Balsadan situated at Nagpur. It is alleged in the complaint that SarvodayaBalsadan
(Herewith called only Balsadan), Nagpur is running a Children Home for twenty children. The trust,
under which Sarvodaya Balsadan is running; is registered under Bombay Public Trusts Act, 1950; in the
name of Apang and Niradhar Bahuuddeshiya Kalyankari Sanstha. In order to litigation/dispute among
the trustees, the Commissioner, women and child development department, Government of Maharashtra
has stopped grant of children home from year 2009 and now children home is in financial crises due to
non avilability of grant. In the children home adolescent boys and girls are residing within same
premises, which is against the law. In this circumstances, Respondent No.1 i.e. chairman, child welfare
committee was required to initiate appropriate action in this regard. However respondent No.1 have
failed to perform his statutory duty. Election of respondent No.7, as a trustee has been declared illegal
by the Assistant charity commissioner and in appeal Jt. Charity Commission has confirmed the order
passed by the Assistant Charity Commissioner.
Accordingly the Commission has conducted the enquiry and submitted recommendation to the
Government and concern parties as on dt.25/2/2013

Recommendations
Children, who are residing in Sarvodaya Balsadan should be shifted in other children home.

Name of cases.—Regarding girl child Sumedha Machindranath Kamble a rescident of
MSWC Ashasadan

Brief history.—The said matter came before the commission by way of filling an application
from the applicant i.e. superintendent Asha Sadan. The applicant is a Non-Governmental organization
running under the Maharashtra state women’s council which run children’s home recognized by the
Govt. of Maharashtra at Asha Sadan Marg, Umarkhadi.
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Accordingly the Commission has conduct the enquiry and submitted recommendation to the
Government and concern parties as on dt.12/4/2012

Recommendations—
(1) The girl child Sumedha may be allowed to appear in Exam. considering as special case.
(2) S.S.C. Board should modify its rule in the matter of child who need special care and
protection.

Name of cases.—Complaint from one Smt. Nirmala Hiremath, member, Bal Hakk Kruti
Samiti, Matter regarding adopting child by Mr. Gurupreet Singh Bhasin, Trustees of Preet Mandir,Pune

Brief history.—This commission received a complaint from one Smt. Nirmala Hiremath,
member, Bal Hakk Kruti Samiti, alleging that Shri Gurupreet Singh Bhasin, Trustee, Preet Mandir run,
an adoption centre under Balwant Kartar Anand foundation, registered under Indian Trust Act 1882 and
Indian Registration Act 1908 in Kanpur (U.P.) before Dy. Registrar society and chit fund in the year
1978
2.
The said trust run an adoption centre at Pune called Preet Mandir and various other places
in the state. The head office of trust is at Pune. The trustees of Trust are Gurpreet Singh, his father,
wife, mothers and two others. However in the year 2011 Gurpreet singh and his father both resigned
from the post of trustees and other two trustees were selected during the meeting of the trust. One
Mr.Bhatia is now managing trustee of the trust.
3.
The complaint as envisaged is related with the matter of adoption in favour of Gurpreet
Singh for his own, by the Janki Bai Tendulkar Mahila Ashrams, Lanja. The said Mahila Ashram,
handed over a male child named kumar Atharva, born from an unwedded mother, who left child at Preet
Mandir’s unit at Ratnagiri and after closure of said unit, child was shifted to Mahila Ashram, Lanja.
Kumar Atharva was adopted by respondent after completing the formalities and procedure as per, Hindu
adaptation and Guardianship Act 1956 and rule made thereunder.
Accordingly the Commission has conduct the enquiry and submitted recommendation to the
Government and concern parties as on dt.21/5/2012

Recommendations
A.
License as renewed by the Commissioner, women and child development department to
the preet mandir is needed to be reconsidered in the light of C.B.I. finding.
B.
The matter should be inquired by the office of Commissioner that whether finding of
C.B.I. was placed before the court which passed an award to adopt child and if not then under which
circumstances finding of C.B.I. did not place before the court.

Name of cases - Complained by Laxmibai Rohidas Pawar
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Brief history.—This matter came before the Commission, from the office of Hon’ble Minister
Women and Child Development] for enquiry. In the matter, one Lakshmibai Rohidas Pawar residing on
the street near Gateway of India] Colaba , made a complaint alleging that shr along wither family reside
on the footpath and by way of ding labour, earn her livelihood. However in her complaint it is alleged
that one day police came and picked up her three children and now where police have kept them is
unknown. She was claimed that she is not beggar and by way of ding labour she want to get to her child
educated.
Accordingly the Commission has conducted the enquiry and submitted recommendation to the
Government and concern parties as on dt.14/12/2012

Recommendations
a) Action as taken by C.W.C. is in accordance with law.
b) A comprehensive plan should be prepared for rehabilitation of child begger along with their
parents by the State Government.
c) Police Inspector of Colaba Police Station is directed to submit report, regarding whereabout of
Kum. Sunita Pawar.

Name of cases --Government policy for child rights of children from ‘Paradhi’ caste
Brief history.----This matter came before the Commission, from the office of Hon’ble
Minister Women and Child Development, on the basis of complaint made by Shri Machindra Bhosale,
Rashitray Adhyaksha, Bhatkya va Vimukta Jati Sangh. In the complaint, complainant has mentioned
that children belonging to Paradhi Community which is notified as Vimukta Jati / Bhatkya Jamati in the
Maharashtra and mainly either residing on street or in slum, are being regularly harassed by the police.
The children of the community have been regularly arrested by the police under the prohibition of child
begging Act and being kept in observation home. Complainant has further contended that action as
being done by the police is nothing but atrocities on the Pardhi community and this should be opposed
by the citizen of the country.
Accordingly the Commission has conduct yje enquiry and submitted recommendation to the
Government as on dt.7/12/2012

Recommendations
(a) Action as taken by C.W.C. is in accordance with law.
(b) A comprehensive plan should be prepared for rehabilitation of child begger and their parents by
the state Government.
(c) The police department is directed to submit report, regarding where about of the child

Name of cases--Cancellation of permission given by Government to run Children
Home in favour of Pandurang Bahuuddeshiya Sevabhavi Sanstha, Barahalli,
Taluka Mukhed, District Nanded.
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Brief history.—The matter came to the commission by the Government through letter dated
26/6/2012 with request for giving opinion regarding cancellation of permission given by Government to
run Children Home in favour of Pandurang Bahuuddeshiya Sevabhavi Sanstha, Barahalli, Taluka
Mukhed, District Nanded.
Accordingly the Commission has conduct the enquiry and submitted recommendation to the
Government as on dt.3/8/2012

Recommendations
A) Permission given to the said organization to run Children Homes should be cancelled.
B) The amount which has been given to the organization should be recovered with interest.
C) Criminal case should be intiated against the owner of the
children homes

Name of cases -- Regarding expliotation of students as well as occurring ragging in
the school
Brief history.—The Matter is related withn the misappropriation of fund by Hollywood
Acadimy . Exploitation of employees Assault and grievious on student etc.
Recommendations
As there was no facts in the complaint . Complaint has been disposed off without any
recommendation.

Name of cases -- The charges as alleged against an organization called Society of
Friends of the SASSOON HOSPITAL PUNE
Brief history.—This matter has been referred by the State Government (i.e. Department of
Women and Child Development, Government of Maharashtra) on 28.03.2012 to the State Commission
for Protection of Child Rights, for conducting an enquiry with regard to the charges as alleged against an
organization called Society of Friends, of the SASSOON HOSPITAL, PUNE, (here in after called as
SOFOSH,) working especially in the field of placement of inter country adoption cases of Indian
Children under Hindu Adoption and Maintenance Act 1956 and other relevant fields, within the
premises of Sassoon Hospital. The said organization registered itself in the year 1966 under the
Bombay Public Trust Act 1950 and in the year 1964 under the Society Registration Act 1860. Since
then, the said organization is working in the field of adoption. Central Adoption Procedure Authority
under the Government of India, which is the nodal agency to control and monitor the adoption activities
has issued recognition letter to the society and has renewed the same from time to time, now the
renewal period being 28/10/2013. The Commissioner of Women and Child Development Department of
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G.O.M has also issued licenses to run children homes. The organization is running Inter Country and
Inter State adoption centers, since its inception.
Accordingly the Commission has conducted the enquiry and submitted recommendation to the
Government as on dt.2/6/2012

Recommendations
1. It is not established that SOFOSH has violated the provisions of clause 59 (2) (VI)and(X) of
the CARA’s guidelines.
2. The Commission has no authority to explore the possibility of SOFOSH to start temporary
women’s counselling centres, unless the issue of rights of children are involved.

Name of cases—Complaint Application by Kum. Harshad Bharat Bharane.
Brief history.—Commission received a complaint from the petitioner Smt.B.C.Bharane
against the respondent i.e. Principal of Saint Elias school alleging that his son Shri Harshad who is
student of Class IX in Saint Elias School, while writing the exam for Algebra at 9.00 a.m., the Principal
of the school entered into the examination hall and took away the answer sheet from the hand of my son
and expelled him from the exam / school, despite of repeated requests from my son, that he needed to
complete the papers. A police complaint has also been filed by Principal against my son. In the
complaint it is further mentioned that the news item as published in the Times of India on 15/3/2012 and
16/3/2012, it is seen that the principal had stated that Mr. Bharat is a drug addict and has lost interest in
studies. The statement as made by the Principal lowers the dignity of my family and son in the eyes of
public and also my relatives.
Accordingly the Commission has conduct the enquiry and submitted recommendation to the
Government and conern parties as on dt.26/04/2012

Recommendations
1.

Matter has been settled between both parties therefore there is no need, to make any
recommendation in this matter.

2.

The complaint is disposed off

Name of cases --Employment of child labour during for road construction in the
work of Baramati Moregaon
Brief history.—This matter came before the commission by way of filling complaint by one
Shri. Kiran Ambadas Gaikwad resident at Morgaon Tahsil, District Baramati against D.P.Jagtap & co.
and Ex.engineer, PWD, Pune division, alleging that children below age of 14 have been engaged by the
contractor M/s D.P.Jagtap & co., at the work place mainly construction of road, Jejuri-MoregaonBaramati. The complainant filed rcomplaint on 6/4/2009 before commission alongwith photos of
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children working on construction site. In the complaint it is mentioned that by engaging children for
construction work, contractor have not only deprived children, from their basic rights but exploited
children and committed criminal wrong, after violating the various provision of labour laws and Child
Right Protection Act.
Accordingly the Commission has conduct the enquiry and submitted recommendation to the
Government and concern parties as on dt.4/5/2012

Recommendations
1. By C.D.s and photographs it is established that children have been employed on the construction
site.
2. Contractors have not taken any appropriate step to stop children, doing work on site. Therefore
action should be initiated against contractor as per law.
3. Public Work and labour, both departments have been failed to take appropriate step to stop child
labour.
4. Task force as constituted by the Government should include members of Child Welfare
Committee as member of task force.
5. Suggestion as made by labour department and observed in para 7(a) to (f) should be considered
and adopted by the Public Word Department.
6. Rescued and rehabilitation activities should be conducted in presence and permission from the
Child Welfare Committee.

Name of cases-- Deplorable / Bad working conditions of child artist in television
Brief history.—The State Commission for Protection of Child Right has received a complaint
on 31/12/2011 by the parents of some child artists who are working in the T.V. Serials.
2.
The fact and contents giving rise to the complaint are that, the evil practice and injustice
are being done against child artists working in the T.V. industries, irrespective of whether they are
famous, old, leading, supporting, junior or new child artists. In the industries, children are forced to
work for more than twelve hrs per shift without any amenities for their education, even organizers are
forcing them to avoid going to their schools & miss their exams. At the spot, working conditions are
worst. No proper medical care is given at the place. There are no room for their studies. No child
counselor is provided. Child artists are exposed to the bad language & bad habits of the other peoples
working in the studios. The artists irrespective of age, pay annual dues to Cine and T.V. Artists’s
Association herein after referred as CINTAA.
Accordingly the Commission has conduct the enquiry and submitted recommendation to the
Government and conern parties as on dt.14/12/2012

Recommendations
I.

In T.V. serial where children play, prominent role, an involvement of “Children Film
Society of India” and a body such like film Censor Board under the ministry of Information
& Broadcasting, Government of India should be made mandatory. The Government of
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II.

III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.
IX.
X.

XI.
XII.

XIII.
XIV.
XV.
XVI.
XVII.
XVIII.
XIX.

India should issue a guideline in this regard and same should be made mandatory by
enacting the law.
The telecast of such type of T.V. serials should be limited only one days or maximum two
days in a week and preferably should be done either on Saturday and Sundays or only
Saturday or Sunday as a fun, not for enhancing the T.R.P. so that the children should have
sufficient time to attend their schools, study at home and attend extra curricular activities.
The proper, arrangement should be provided by the production houses for their studies,
entertainment, enjoyments on the shooting place.
The children should be engaged only in those serial by which they can entertained and get
the enjoyment and also for their skill development in term of educations.
There should not be physical stress on them during the shooting.
They should not be allowed to work after schooling time as they will not get time for
studying / playing.
The Parents / guardian should be allowed to remain with the children during shooting and
proper amenities should be provided to them on the shooting.
In the reality shows a child who is eliminated in the round from the show due to his/her
work performance be not subjected to adverse comments / harsh comments by judges of the
show.
In the reality shows professional psychologist must be arranged during the time of shooting
and performance.
Joint committee consisting the official from CINTAA, Government Department (Women
and Child Development, labour, police), N.G.O.s be constituted to carry out suo moto
inspection of implementation of the guidelines issued by N.C.P.C.R. and M.S.C.P.C.R. on
the various shooting sets and for sudden raid to check the muster or attendance records of
child artist.
It should make mandatory for the production houses to inform the locations of shooting
from time to time to the Committee. Appropriate law should be framed in this regard.
The committee should report to the child right commissions, Ministry of women and child,
Ministry of labour for any violation of the guideline in respect of hours of work, provision
of amenities such like availability of rest rooms, in between show hours, quality of food,
necessary for children and any other type of problems by the child artists.
Quality food with fruit, and clean water on time as well as separate room facility with
attached toilet should be provided.
Strictly, kids should attend the school and work only for half day during holidays (pre or
post lunch).
Proper medical assistance / doctor should be present on the sets.
Strict vigilance from time to time should be carried on by NCPCR /SCPCR /Women and
child development department regarding the working time of child artists.
Committee should call for the meeting for parents of child artists exclusively at least 3 to 4
times a year.
No child artists should be replaced without any genuine reason if replaced then committee
should be informed about it.
No program should contain depiction of unlawful activities such as child marriage etc in
content and/or title and the committee should apply it’s mind to check if such activities are
being glorified under the garb of highlighting history and/or highlighting the evils of such
systems. The overall impact should be carefully examined rather than the mere objective.
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Name of cases Complaint by Mr.Raval Hitesh Kirtikumar in case of his son Kum.
Krishna Hitesh Raval, against St. Elias High School, Khar school about not
following child rights Act.
Brief history.—This matter came before commission by way of filing a complaint by one
Shri Raval Hitesh kumar who’s son Krishna Raval is a student of St.Elias High School, Mumbai in Ist
standard has mentioned that, “one of the teacher of school Smt. Asmita and Head mistress Smt. Filonia
both have called my son and directed him to leave the class as he had not deposited the fees. My son left
the school and my wife went to khar police station and filed a complaint with respect to misbehaviour of
Smt. Asmita and Head mistress Smt. Filonia. In the complaint it is also mentioned that the school has
enhanced the fees from Rs.450 to Rs.800/- p.m. for the pre primary section. When complainant with
other parents approached to meet Smt. Filonia and Smt. Brigenza and Father of school with request of
relaxation of fees to which, they denied and directed the class teachers to delete the names of those
students who have not deposited their fees from the register, on the advice of the advocate who was
present there.
Accordingly the Commission has conduct the enquiry and submitted recommendation to the
Government and concern parties as on dt.26/4/2012

Recommendations
The Complainant is advised to approach the National Commission to expedite the matter for
redressal of his grievance under the Child Right Protection Act 2005.
(B)
Section 12(1)(c) of Right to education act shall not be applicable in the said matter.
(C)
Complaint is disposed off.

Name of cases ---Complaint by Adv. A.W.Ansari against chairman and Principal of
school for harrashing her daughter Kum. Alfia
Brief history.—The complaint has approached the Commission against Principal and
Chairman . The school alleggive that in the school his daughter has being harrashment and torture by
the school staff.

Recommendations
1. Education officer (Primary)has been directed to enquire the fact that whether school has
refunded fees Rs. 30,000/- to student , if not then to initiate necessary action, in this regard.
2. Education officer is directed to ensure that the SLC is issued or not, if not then initiate
appropriate action, in this regard.
3.

To submit the enquiry report regarding mental torture on the Alfia.

Name of cases --To dismiss officers of Women and Child Development, Nagpur for
corruption in case of tender procedure of Ready to Eat Material
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Brief history.—History of case reveal that State Government, i.e. Women & Child
Development Department, referred this matter by it’s letter dated 11/7/2011, for inquiry with respect to
complaint as made by one Shri Kapil Narnavare, who has shown himself as coordinator of Nagpur city
Congress Committee (Schedule Caste Cell) to Hon’ble Governor, Maharashtra State. In the said
complaint, complainant made allegation in connection to the allotment of work for supply of Ready to
Eat Material for the Anganvadies situated in the Nagpur district.
Accordingly the Commission has conduct enquiry and submitted recommendation to
Government as on dt.30/4/2012.

the

Recommendations
1. Mahila Bachat Gats which have not been constituted in accordance wih GR dated 2005 should
not be considered to be eligible for supply of Ready to Eat Material
2. The detail inquiry pertaining to the membership of Mahila Bachat Gats should be conducted at
the Government level after constituting a committee, comprising person from reputed NGOs.
3. In the district work as allotted to the Mahila Bachat Gats without following due procedure,
should be cancelled immediately. The fresh application should be invited on the basis of GR
issued by Govt. in year 2005 and accordingly work should be allotted.
4. Enquiry should be initiated against members of committee who have ignored GR and allotted
work to Mahila Bachat Gats, which are not constituted in accordance with law and not
fulfilling criteria as laid down, in the Government’s rules, regulations and order.

Name of cases ---Corruption of Women and Child development department in
purchase of food stuff under T.H.R.
Brief history.—This issue came before the Commission, by the women and child
development department, Government of Maharashtra for enquiry. Commission took cognizance and
issued notices to all including, commissioner, women and child development department, concerned
parties, who are supplying fortified food under the scheme T.H.R. (Take Home Ration) in the city of
Mumbai, Mumbai suburban and Thane.
The Commission has conducted the enquiry by issuing notices to the concern parties and heard
matter
on dt. After finalization of enquiry the commission has made its recommendation to the
Government on dt- 15/5/2012

Recommendations
Reasonable, Judicious and logical criteria should be evolved to select beneficiaries under T.H.R.
scheme on the basis of ration card, electricity bill, domicile certificate of guardians of beneficiaries and
in some cases beneficiaries themselves (pregnant and lacting women), birth certificate, hospital
certificate etc. 80% beneficiary as surveyed by Anganwadi sevikas, should be counter checked by
supervisor in person and 25% surveyed beneficiaries should be cross checked at the level of C.D.P.O.’s
on the basis of actual records.
(II)
Each and every beneficiaries along with name of parents should be allotted photo identity
cards on the line of ration cards and on photo identity card in case of child along with parent full detail
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such as date of birth, place of residence should be mentioned. The photo identity cards should have
columns, regarding months of calendar year and place for signature or thumb impression.
(III) The Identity cards issued to the beneficiaries should have place to records quantities of
food items, playing material and other essential material, handed over to parents or guardians, of
beneficiaries and for getting their signature and thumb impression and after crossing prescribed age the
same should be remarked in prescribed column and if new comer comes then same may be entered after
verifying by the C.D.P.O.’s on the basis of records.
(IV) Food supplied under T.H.R., should be received at the office of C.D.P.O.’s and not directly
by Anganwadi sevikas. Aganwadi sevika supposed to receive item from C.D.P.O.’s office and to
distribute same to the beneficiaries in presence of supervisor and prominent N.G.O.s as selected by the
State Government.
(V)
The supplier should be selected among those who have their unit in the state of
Maharashtra not outside of Maharashtra and it should be ensured, that practice as taking over
manufacturing unit on lease should be discouraged and same should be mentioned in the tender
documents that agency should have their own manufacturing unit, not on lease basis.
(VI) The term and condition of tender documents should be modified so that small scale units
actually constituted by mahila mandals / mahila groups may get chance to supply material.
(VII) The tender condition may be modified in such way that industry’s owner on the name of
mahila mandals could not be able to grab work orders.
(VII) The detail enquiry should be initiated in this regard especially supply of food items from
Kota after constituting committees at each and every Anganwadi units on the line of worker engaged for
census so that no. of actual beneficiaries and food items as supplied as per records be verified.
(VIII) Matter should be referred to the investigating agency in the state Government or central
Government to enquire matter in detail in term of allotment of tender, supply and distribution of food
items, identification of beneficiaries etc.

Name of cases--- Corruption and misbehaviour of all supervisors in Anganwadi
centers under the Thane Project unit No.III
Brief history.—This case brought up before the commission vide complaint dated 8.8.2011
submitted by Shri Samadhan Mandlik and others to the Hon’ble Minister Women and child
Development Department, Government of Maharashtra, regarding corrupt practices prevailing with
regard to the distribution of ready to eat materials at Anganwadi Centers. In the complaint it is
mentioned that in the month of May, 2011 at the Anganwadi centers under the Thane Project unit No.III,
ready to eat materials and other allied items as shown to be distributed among children in the age group
ranging between 3 to 6 years, has not been actually distributed.
Accordingly the Commission has conduct the enquiry and submitted recommendation to the
Government as on dt.15/5/2012.

Recommendations
1.
Selection of beneficiaries should be done on the basis of relevant records such as
residential proof of parent, birth certificate of the children residing in the locality, census department’s
data may be used to verify the records about the children. Once it is surveyed by the anganwadi sevikas,
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then atleast 75% verification should be done by the supervisors and atleast 25% should be cross verified
by the Child Development Project Officer.
2.
Each and every child should be allotted to the photo identity cards along with unique
code numbers.
3.
On the line of Ration cards, card should be issued to each family of beneficiaries after
entering name of parents, sister and brothers and their age. Cards should be checked and verified by the
anganwadi sevikas and supervisors. Parents should come atleast once in fortnight along with identity
cards for verification at the anganwadi centers. The registers as maintained by the Anganwadi Centers
should be counter checked by the supervisor at the interval of every 3 days and at least half of the
anganwadis should be checked by Child Development Project Officer fortnightly.
4.
Local level monitoring and control committees having atleast 5 members and not more
than 15 members should be constituted on the line of Panchayat Raj Institution by way of election from
the Gramsabha comprising the members of gram sabha, sarpanch of gram panchayat, chairperson of
concern samiti in gram panchayat. 75% of the members of committee should be women. Supervisor of
the anganwadi shall work as member secretary of the committee. The committee should be registered
under the society registration act or other similar acts, the term of reference of the committees should be
codified. The committee shall work under over all supervision of gram panchayat. Similar mechanism
should be adopted at the urban area also.
5.
The anganwadis should have their own buildings and kitchens. Ration and other materials
should be allocated to the anganwadis from the shops of Public Distribution System for each
anganwadis through the committees. The food item should be prepared at the anganwadi centres. The
outside supply system should be stopped.
6.
Database is required to prepare for all children between age group of 3 to 6 years and
each and every Anganwadi Centers should be equipped with biometric system.
7.
8.
experts.

The detail enquiry, after recording statements from beneficiaries is required.
The records are required to be verified by using the services of forensic and handwriting

Name of cases -Complaints of officer and staff of Commissioner, Women and Child
Development
Brief history.—In the said matter State Commission for Protection of Child Right received
letter from the Government on 4/7/11 with respect to the complaint against ex-commissioner, Women &
Child Development Department, Government of Maharashtra with request to enquire the matter.
Accordingly the Maharashtra state commission for protection of child right took up this matter.
2.
In the said complaint so many matters have been raised against ex. Commissioner of
Women and Child Development Department including favoring women officers, working in
department. The name of women officers who have been favoured despite of their dubious records are
ujwala patil, shilpa patil, manda patil, vasudha patil and nalini patil. In the complaint it is revealed that
Smt Ujwala Patil was indulged in the matter of Jagaon sex scandal. Smt. Vasudha Patil was charged
against the matter of custodial rape, FIR was also registered against her. Nalini patil run the ‘desi daru
dukan’ with help of others. In the complaint it is also mentioned that there is big chain of these persons
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and with the blessing of Commissioner’s office and officers of Mantralaya, they are managing plum
posting, promotions, despite of serious cases, enquiries against them while lady officers belonging to the
backward community are being harassed by the senior officers.
Accordingly the Commission has conduct the enquiry and submitted recommendation to the
Government as on dt.5/5/2012.

Recommendations
1.
Circumstantial evidences as received by the commission do not establish an involvement
of officers of Mantralaya and ex. Commissioner to favour upper caste women officers working in the
department, at this stage, however it required to be enquired in detail.
2.
Harassment of lower class women officers can not be established at this stage but it also
need to be enquired in detail on same manner as mentioned in para 8(1).

Recommendation by the commission under Protection of child rights
Commission Act, 2005.
SUO-MOTO
Name of cases ---Reported by Times of India as on Dt. 5/10/2012 Cops took 9 to act
Brief history.—This matter came before the commission, by way of suo motto cognizance on
the basis of news item appeared in the times of India on 5/10/12 with reference to death of battered baby
Aahuti Joshi. The case reveals that one baby girl name Aahuti Joshi brought on 24/9/2012 in a critical
condition at K.E.M. Hospital. A Scan conducted of baby showed fractures on both sides of her skull and
blood clots. The doctor tried to get a medical history from parents but got varying versions thereafter
they alerted the police chowki situated in the campus. Officer of the police chowki, passed on the
information to Borivali police station under which jurisdiction parents of baby is residing. The Borivali
police station took nine days to file case and did not take cognizance immediately with case. Miss
Aahuti was died on 1st October 2012. When the matter reported in the newspaper then police started to
act. In this matter when police officers and doctors of K.E.M. hospital were called by the commission,
police officer shri. Adane have narrated same story and repeated the matter whatever mentioned in
newspaper however did not able to give answer for delay in investigating the matter. Police report says
that they have arrested parents of Aahuti. However, it is not clear that whether Aahuti was hit by her
mother or father or both and what was reason to hit.
Accordingly the Commission has conduct the enquiry and submitted recommendation to the
Government and conern parties as on dt.30/03/2013.

Recommendations
1.
encouraged.

Live-in relationship, should be discouraged

and family as an institution be
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2.
Matter of domestic violence, matrimonial matter should be dealt amicably and try to
settle out of court by way of dialogue, discussion and counselling after involving, family members,
N.G.O.S etc.
3.
Each and every police station should have child friendly police unit and to sensitise
police officers, regular training programme should be organised for the police personal.
4.
Education based on character building, morality, ethics should be introduced in the
school curriculum.
5.

Vulgar scenes flashed on T.V. should be discouraged and likely to be banned.

Recommendations of Commission under Right to Education Act, 2009
Name of cases ---P. N. Amersey Educational trust complaint
Brief history.—Petitioner Shri Arvind G.Falsamkar on behalf of Parent’s Association filed
complaint before Commission against Principal of Seth Madhavdas Amersey High School and others on
on 26.8.2011 alleging that due to enhancement of fees by the respondents, the children who hail from
weaker section of society and studying in the school run by respondent are being deprived from
education, as they are not in a position to deposit enhanced fees due to their poor economic conditions.
In the complaint it is mentioned that the school has unilaterally enhance the fees without getting
concurrence of the P.T.A. (Parent Teacher Association) which is mandatory under the purview of Right
to Education Act. It is also mentioned in the complaint that school authorities are harassing the students
belong to primary section children by threatening them to pay the additional fees and have also not
given admission to sibling of those who have not paid the additional fees. It is further contented that
Andheri Education society which run this school having corpus fund of more than 5 crore and other
section of school such as secondary and higher secondary, get aid from the Government. The petitioner
have mentioned in the complaint that they approached to the court Hon’ble High Court with request to
pass order for reducing fees but same was dismissed. As the petitioner sought personal meeting
therefore they were allowed to meet, during meeting it was informed that since matter related with hike
in fees have already been decided by the Hon’ble court. Therefore in this regard commission can not
take up this matter. However other issues such as implementation of provision under Right to Education
Act 2009 and harassment of children as well as reimbursement of fees from the Government and
provision to make 25% seat available for the children who fall under the category of weaker section of
society can be taken up by the commission. Accordingly the petitioner filed revised complaint on
15.9.2011.
Accordingly the Commission has conduct the enquiry and submitted recommendation to the
Government and conern parties as on dt.21/05/2012.

Recommendations
A. Commission has no authority to interfere in the observation of Hon’ble court with respect to
hike in fees . However harassment of children by the school authorities come under the provision of
child right protection act.
B. Education department of the Government of Maharashtra and B.M.C. is directed to enquire
the matter and if school is not running in accordance with law then take appropriate step in this regard.
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C.
As the school have the minority status (linguistic minority) then following the order
passed by Hon’ble Supreme Court on 12/4/2012, provision of sub section 12(1)(c) of Right to Education
shall be applicable in this matter .
D.
Reasonable logical and judicious criteria should be adopted by the education department
to formulate policy with respect to the categorization of student fall under the weaker section of society .
E.
The commission has authority to consider the issues as envisaged under Right to
education Act 2009. There is no direct evidences produced by the complainant by which it can be
established that school authorities has violated the law. However so far quality of education and
infrastructure are concern, the school authorities could not give any satisfactory answer therefore
education department is directed to submit report in this regard.
F.
It is appearing that some harsh step have been taken by the teachers against the children ,
for this school education department is directed to enquire matter and submit report.

Name of cases ---Complaint against Jamnabai Narsi School , by Shri Arvind Shetty
Brief history.—This matter came before the Commission by way of filing an application
from the applicant on 18th July, 2012, against Jamnabai Narsee School. The complaint states that, the
Complainant’s son Shiv Shetty who is in the II Std, Div G has been denied permission to attend his class
on 11th July, 2012 and was detained in the Principal’s office till the Complainant could reach the School
and coerced Complainant to take him away. The complainants were informed by the Principal Mrs.
Sudeshna Chatterjee that no further attempt should be made by Complainant to send the child again to
school as he was restricted to enter school through the letters issued by the school on 6 th and 10th July,
2012. The complainant has further stated that they had complied with all the requirements as per the
school stated in terms of periodic assessment and subsequent therapy needed for Shiv’s development.
The Complainant has requested the Commission to issue instructions to the School authority to readmit
his child. On the basis of the complaint the Commission took the cognizance and issued notices to the
concerned school through its Principal and the State Education Department having its office at Jawahar
Bhavan, Marine Lines and directed them to appear before the Commission on 16 th August, 2012.
Accordingly the Commission has conduct the enquiry and submitted recommendation to the
Government and conern parties as on dt.6/11/2012.

Recommendations
1. Jamnabai Narsee School is directed to readmit Shiv provided that his mother accompanies him to
school for 15 days.
2. Within the same period a team of experts under the Chairmanship of Dr. Dalwai, consisting a
member from the field of behavioral science and the other from the field of psychology as per
the choice of Dr. Dalwai, to observe the behavior of Shiv during classroom hours and submit the
report. If the report says that the schooling of Shiv may be continued with the help of a shadow
teacher on the expenses of the parents, then school is directed to continue the schooling of Shiv.
3. If the Committee report goes otherwise then, the parents are advised to shift Shiv in a school
which is specially structured for children who have behavioral problems and the State
Government is also directed to provide all the facilities to Shiv so that he may be able to receive
education.
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4. The expenditure of the members of the Committee shall be borne by the Respondent no1 and
Applicants.

Name of cases ---To cancel permission of Ramkishan Education Trust running in
premises of Transit Camp, Bimbisar Nagar, Goregaon Municipal School
Brief history.—Complainant Shri Shyam Sonar who is working with a voluntery organization
called Saman Shikshan Moolbhoot Adhikar Samiti, filed a complaint against the respondents
Sudharshan Ramkrishan Shikshan Sansthan and Education Department of Municipal corporation on
12/11/11 before the Child Right Commission. Further Mr. Ramakant Margaj,Regional Chairman,
Maharashtra Navnirman Sena also filed a complaint on 17/12/11 against the Sudarshan Ramkrishan
Shikshan Sansthan, after raising the same issue as alleged by Shri Sonar in his complaint. The
Commission took the cognizance on both the matters and issued the notice to the Respondent i.e.
Sudarshan Ramkrishan Shikshan Samiti and education officer, Municipal Corporation of Greater
Bombay, after clubbing both complaints together.
Accordingly the Commission has conducted the enquiry and submitted recommendation to the
Government and concern parties as on dt.14/6/2012

Recommendations
I.

To review the policy of Municipal Corporation to allot the permission first come first basis to
run the school in the premises of municipal school on leave and license .

II.

To follow on leave and license then transparent, reasonable and judicious procedure for the
allotment by advertising in the newspapers for giving opportunity to all.

III.

The running of the primary school in the premises of Municipal School without permission is
illegal and appropriate action should be initiated in this regard against the officers of the
Municipal Corporation, by whose omission and commission this happened.

IV.

Appropriate action should be initiated against the Trustees of Sudarshan Ramkrishna Shikshan
Sansthan .

Name of cases.--- Complaint by Mr. Milind Mandavagane under RTE against New
Era English School, Nasik
Brief history.—Mr. Mundaware has file complaint against The New Era Public School and
file appeal against orderof Dy. Director (Education) and request to initiate against school, because
school is violating provision of Act ] not issue S.L.C. . The matter heard by the Commission and
passed the order under R.T.E. against the order of Dy. Director (Education).
Recommendations
Matter has been remanded to Dy. Director (Education ) with direction to reconsider the matter
on the legal issue.

Name of cases —Seeking justice for thousands of students having been declared
failed in their Ninth Standard Examination due to erroncous marks evaluation
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system deployed by various schools authorities
Brief history.—This matter came before the Commission by the Association of Aggrieved
Parents of the ninth standard fail students against the Circular issued by the Government. The contents
of the petition say that in the Board Examinations, conducted by various Divisional Boards of
Maharashtra State Board for Secondary and Higher Secondary Examination, the students, nowadays, are
more fearful of Ninth Standard Examination conducted at the school level. As the school authorities
having being forced / prompted to resort to various wrongful methods to eliminate average students at
the ninth standard examination only to enable concerned schools to outshine in the S.S.C. Examination
based on the new guidelines issued by the Department of School Education. This trend, which was
earlier confined to a few selected schools, has now rapidly spread to almost all the schools and the
students have been left in the lurch . This unethical trend has resulted in the failure of thousands of
students in the just declared ninth standard examinations, wasting their one precious academic year.
Further, the methodology adopted by the school authorities for evaluation of the overall annual
performance of the Ninth Standard students based on the new guidelines set by the Education
Department is erroneous and need urgent introspection by the Department of School Education.

1-

Accordingly the Commission has conducted the enquiry and submitted recommendation to the
Government and concern parties as on dt.2/6/2012.

Recommendations
1.
2.

The circulars issued by the education Department should be modified , so that students on
their own choice may be able to opt subjects in the IXth standard .
The student who have detained in the standard IX should be promoted in the Higher Section
by treating them as a special case.

CHAPTER VIII
Visit of Chairman / Member / Secretary / and meeting with
the authorities and dignitaries
Visits of Secretary at meeting with the authorities and
dignitaries for the year 2012-13
Sr.
No.

Name and Designation

period

Reason for the visit

1

2

3

4

1

Shri A.N.Tripathi
Secretary
Commission for protection of child
Rights
Shri A.N.Tripathi
Secretary
Commission for protection of child
Rights
Shri A.N.Tripathi
Secretary
Commission for protection of child
Rights
Shri A.N.Tripathi
Secretary
Commission for protection of child
Rights

20/6/2012 to23/6/2012

Public Hearing, enquiry, Inspection of
children homes at Parbhani , Beed, an
Parli Vaijnath.

8/7/2012 to 10/7/2012

Organised public hearing at Nanded and
Inspecting of children homes at Nanded.

13/8/2012

Organised of public hearing, at Nasik and
Inspecting of children homes at Nasik.

4/9/2012 to 5/9/2012

Shri A.N.Tripathi
Secretary
Commission for protection of child
Rights
Shri A.N.Tripathi
Secretary
Commission for protection of child
Rights
Shri A.N.Tripathi
Secretary
Commission for protection of child
Rights
Shri A.N.Tripathi
Secretary
Commission for protection of child
Rights

27/9/2012 to 28/9/2012

On 4/9/2012 visited for attending interview
called and sponsored by U.G.C. and on
5/9/2012 discussed with the various
agencies in respect to organising
International Workshop.
Organised public hearing, training review
meeting at Gadchiroli.

Shri A.N.Tripathi
Secretary
Commission for protection of child
Rights

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

29/10/2012

Organised training programme and public
hearing on R.T.E. immoral trafficking at
Ratnagiri.

28/11/2012 to2/12/2012

Visited Aahramshal of Akot, Akola,Dharni
and organised Public Hearing on various
child rights issue.

21/1/2013

Training Programme and Public hearing on
R.T.E. Act, POCSO Act, Malnutrition at
Thane.

30/1/2013 to 31/1/2013

Organised public hearing review meeting ,
training
on
R.T.E.,
child
labour,
implementing of J.J.B. Act at Solapur.

Shri A.N.Tripathi
16/1/2013
Secretary
Commission for protection of
child Rights

Attendant one day conference organised
by
National
Human
Rights
Commission, at New Delhi.
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Sr.
No.

Name and Designation

period

Reason for the visit

1

2

3

4

11

12

13

Shri A.N.Tripathi
6/2/2013
Secretary
Commission for protection of
child Rights
Shri A.N.Tripathi
28/2/2013
Secretary
Commission for protection of
child Rights

Training Programme and Public hearing
on R.T.E. Act, POCSO Act,
and
Malnutrition at Raigad.

Shri A.N.Tripathi
1/3/2013 to 2/3/2013
Secretary
Commission for protection of
child Rights

Organised and public hearing at Nagpur
on R.T.E. Act, POCSO Act. Inquiring
regarding death of three sister in
Bhandara.

Attended National workshop organised
by theMaharashtraState Commission
for Protection of child Rights and
Ghandhi Vichar Parishad, at Wardha.
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CHAPTER IX
Meeting of State Commission during 2012-13
The Maharashtra state Commission for Protection of Child Rights has organised
meeting on following dates and finalised agenda
Sr.
No.
1

Date and Place
2
1 4/7/2012
Office of
principal
Secretary, Woman and
Child
Development,
Mantralaya.
2 16/7/2012
Office of
principal
Secretary, Woman and
Child
Development,
Mantralaya
3 31/8/2012
Office of
principal
Secretary ,Woman and
Child
Development,
Mantralaya
4 7/1/2013
Office of
principal
Secretary ,Woman and
Child
Development,
Mantralaya

Attended by

Chairperson and Principal
Secretary,
Smt.
Vandna
Krishna
Secretary Shri. A. N. Tripathi
Chairperson and Principal
Secretary, Smt Vandna Krishna
Secretary Shri A. N. Tripathi

Chairperson and Principal
Secretary , Shri Ujjwal Uke
Secretary Shri A. N. Tripathi

Chairperson and Principal
Secretary , Shri Ujjwal Uke
Secretary Shri A. N. Tripathi

5 15/3/2013
Chairperson and Principal
Office of
principal Secretary , Shri Ujjwal Uke
Secretary, Woman and Secretary Shri A. N. Tripathi
Child
Development,
Mantralaya

Eb 2705--11

Some important discussion taken by
the Commission
3
Total two items were in agenda. The
minutes of the meeting held on
dt.13/10/2011 is approved.
After
discussion, decision were taken on
agenda items.
Total eleven items were in agenda. The
minutes of the meeting held on
dt.04/07/2012 is approved.
After
discussion, decision were taken on
agenda items.
Total nine items were in agenda. The
minutes of the meeting held on
dt.16/07/2012 is approved.
After
discussion, decision were taken on
agenda items.
Total Eleven items were in agenda. The
minutes of the meeting held on
dt.31/08/2012 is approved.
After
discussion, decision were taken on
agenda items.
Total seven items were in agenda. The
minutes of the meeting held on
dt.7/1/2013 is approved. After discussion,
decision were taken on agenda items.
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CHAPTER X
Visit of International dignitaries
Sr.
No.
(1)
1

date

Name of the visitor

country

Purpose of the visit

(2)
1/10/2013

(3)
Ms. Nikki JohnsonHuston

(4)
University of
Philadelphia
U.S.A.

(5)
Discusson on various issue
related to child Right specially
related on Indian condition.

Shri A. N. Tripathi (Center) Secretary MSCPCR, Shri S. S. Supe (left), Administrative Officer
MSCPCR with Ms. Nikki Johnson-Huston.
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Visit of International dignitaries
Sr.
No.

date

Name of the visitor

country

Purpose of the visit

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

2

26/11/2013

Ms.Isoble Swan Joan

Scotland

National and state
policy on child Rights
-do -do -

Ms.Marit Voog
Ms.Sandra Wendy Croker

Estonia
Australia

Ms.Tina Trygg

Sweden

-do -

Ms.Ulrike Saal Frank

Germany

-do -

International dignitaries at MSCPCR discussing issues relating to child rights with
Shri A. N. Tripathi, Secretary, MSCPCR.

level
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Visit of National dignitaries
Sr.
No.
(1)
1

date

Name of the visitor

State

Purpose of the visit

(2)
11/10/2012

(3)
Chairperson of SCPCR of
Odisa
Smt. Swati Hembram

(4)
Odisa

(5)
Discussion about various
issues on child Rights

Shri A. N. Tripathi, Secretary, MSCPCR in discussion with Smt. Swati Hembram

Chairperson Odisa SCPCR on issues relating to child rights.

Sr.
No.
(1)
2

date

Name of the visitor

State

Purpose of the visit

(2)
1/3/2013

(3)
Member of Child Line of
Bengal

(4)
Bengal

(5)
Discussion about various
issues on child Rights

CHAPTER XI
Existing post of Commission
Sr. No.
(1)

Post Name
(2)

Sanctioned Post
(3)

Filled Post
(4)

1 Secretary

1

1

2 Administrative Officer

1

1

3 Assistant Administrative Officer & Account Officer

1

1

4 Legal Advisor

1

0

5 Higher Grade Stenographer

2

1

6 Probation Officer

2

1

7 Clerk

2

1

8 Peon

2

1

Total

12

8

Existing Staff of Commission
Sr. No.
1

Designation
2

Name
3

Telephone No.
4

1 Secretary

Shri A. N. Tripathi

022-24920894

2 Under Secretary and
Administrative Officer
3 Legal Advisor

Shri S. S. Supe

022-24920895

4 Account Officer and Assistant
Administrative Officer

Shri S. D. Kokare (1st April 2012 to 15th
December 2012)
Shri Samir Bhatkar (From 11 January 2013 to
7th February 2013)
Smt. Shaila Kothavale

022-24920895

Smt. Pranjal Prashant Mohite

022-24920895

Smt. Deepashri D. Vardam

022-24920897

Vacant

022-24920897

Smt. Mugdha Jaykumar

022-24920895

5 Selection Grade
Stenographer, P.A. to Secretary
6 Higher Grade
Stenographer, P.A. to Secretary
7 Probation Officer
(Complaint redressal Cell)
8 Probation Officer
9 Clerk

Vacant
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022-2402-895

CHAPTER XI
Form-A
Statement showing the details of complaints received, disposed off and pending for
the period 2012-2013
(1st April 2012 to 31st March 2013)
Year

New
Complaints
3

Total

1

Pending cases at the
beginning of the year
2

2012-2013

587

397

80

4

Disposed
Cases
5

Pending cases at
the end of year
6

984

527

457

AUDIT REPORT DURING
YEAR 2012-13
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